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Message from a Dark Brother
By Dark Brother thru Spanish Channel
Apr 6, 2010

Lucia

Channeled mesages from others

Hi! Candace,
I have this mesage through a channeler from Spain by some Dark fellow. I am sending it in
portuguese, spanish (original) and english. Read it and if you think it is worth posting please do it. I
hope everything is fine with you!
Ligth and Love to you! Lucia
OUR DEAR BROTHER FROM THE DARK
Chanelled by Sorem
http://escritores-canalizadores.blogspot.com
Note: The channeler in this piece is from Spain. The reason I am sending it to AH is that it gives us
a feed back on what S333, Christ Michael and others are telling us about. Hope you enjoy! Ligth
and Love. Lucia
January 8th, 2010
-After channeling Jeshua, it seems that there still an energy coming in.... go, I let you come...
-I can see you, you are overpowering.
-Who are you?
I won't tell you.
-Well this is indifferent to me.
And, if I am from the Dark?
-That is what it seems, tell me what brings you here?
I'll tell you! Even if I am lying, in reality I am from the Dark. But I'm planning to go to the side of the
winners, because I can't see any promising future for us.
-This is the best you could do, friend.
Yes, I believe that it is so, because here is an astounding Caos, the liders are fallen down and
there are others taking their places immediately with hurry, with no conscientiousness as always.
And I don't know what is happening with me, but things are not making any sense anymore, there
is no perspective of power in any level.
-How is it working there?
Bad, we don't have a clear organization, and each time we get worse. We are many who are going
to the other side... see, I have not yet decided and I am including myself, realy all I needed was a
little push, and as we are very "smart", we always want to be on the winners side. So this way I
think I've already decided to switch sides, in hope to be doing the rigth thing, for me of course.
- Can you give us valid informations?
Well, Jeshua said already, you can feel happy for how things are now. You can be happy because
this is just for the most stubborne now, they have only few options. These are things of the most
powerful that won't leave their positions until everything is taken from them. But, us in lower ranks
are all planning to switch sides massively.
I can't say much,I have to take care with all this, Some are dangerous. And are going to do
everything so we don't switch sides.
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-Why don't you say clearly? Go to the Light side!
For me it's not ease to say what I don't understand well. All I know is that things don't make much
more sense now and the joy that you feel is very different, this is touching many of us. Yes I'll have
to learn very fast and get familiar with the Ligth, which I don't know quite what it is.
Well thanks for recieving me... I believe now I can see what makes you so strong and purposeful...
because I can feel the emotion of what you call love, it is getting to me very strong, and is.... is
very different... I think I am getting emotional... I think this is getting to me... and I comprehend
without words what love is... And I was the worst I could have been with you... and you...not just
forgive me... but give me all your love crying with emotion... "Shut"...thanks, thanks, thanks, thanks
http://contactosdelgruposorem.iespana.es/WEBS/CANALIZACIONES_SOREM.htm
Translated from spanish by: Lucia Gualdi
*******************************************
NUESTRO QUERIDO HERMANO DE LA SOMBRA
Canalizado por Sorem
http://escritores-canalizadores.blogspot.com
30 de enero, 2010
-Después de la canalización de Jeshua, parece que hay una energía que quiere entrar... vale, la
dejo que entre...
Ya te veo, cómo dominas.
-¿Quién eres?
No te lo digo.
-Bueno, me da igual.
¿Y si soy de la oscuridad?
-Pues mira que bien, eso parece, ¿dime cómo lleváis vuestro tema?
¡Jodido!, aunque igual te estoy mintiendo, en realidad soy de la oscuridad, pero estoy
planteándome pasarme al bando de los que van a ganar, porque esto no lo veo con buen futuro
para nosotros.
-Es lo mejor que podrías hacer, amigo.
Sí, creo que sí, porque aquí está reinando un caos impresionante, y los líderes caen y al lado
están otros apoderándose inmediatamente de sus puestos con toda rapidez, sin ningún escrúpulo
como siempre, y yo no se que me pasa pero esto no le veo con mucho sentido, ya no hay
perspectiva de poder claro en ningún grado.
-¿Cómo funcionáis ahí?
Mal, no tenemos una organización clara, y cada vez vamos a peor, son muchos los que nos
estamos pasando al otro lado... vaya mira, yo no lo había decidido todavía y ya me estoy
incluyendo, porque en realidad me faltaba un empujoncito, y como somos muy inteligentes,
siempre queremos estar con el bando ganador, así que yo creo que lo he decidido, pasarme al
otro bando, espero hacerlo bien, para mi claro.
-¿Puedes darnos información que nos sea valida para nosotros?
Bueno, ya os lo ha dicho Jeshua, os podéis alegrar por todo como está, os podéis alegrar porque
esto ya es cosa de los más empecinados con pocas opciones, de los más poderosos que no van
a dejar sus puestos hasta que no los echen del todo, pero los que estamos en puestos más bajos
ya nos estamos planteando casi masivamente, cambiar de bando.
No te puedo decir mucho porque todavía tengo que ir con mucho cuidado por algunos que son
muy peligrosos, y van a hacer todo lo que puedan para que no pasemos al bando contrario.
-¿Por qué no lo dices claramente? ¡Al bando de la Luz!
Para mi todavía no es fácil decir lo que no comprendo bien, sólo se que aquí ya no tiene sentido,
y la alegría que tenéis vosotros es todo muy diferente, y esto ya está calando en muchos de
nosotros, sí, tendré que aprender de prisa y familiarizarme con la luz, que no se muy bien lo que
es.
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Bueno, gracias por recibirme... creo que estoy recibiendo lo que os hace fuertes y decididos...
porque tu sentimiento de emoción y lo que llamáis amor me está llegando muy fuerte, y es... es
muy... diferente... creo que yo también me estoy emocionando... me estoy contagiando... y estoy
comprendiendo sin palabras lo que es el Amor... yo que siempre he sido lo peor de lo peor para
vosotros... y tú... no solo me perdonas... sino que me das todo tu Amor llorando de emoción...
¡Joder!... gracias, gracias, gracias, gracias...
http://contactosdelgruposorem.iespana.es/WEBS/CANALIZACIONES_SOREM.htm
******************************
30 de Janeiro de 2010
Canalizado por Sorem
http://escritores-canalizadores.blogspot.com
Depois da canalização de Jeshua, parece que tem uma energia querendo entrar.... vai, lhe deixo
entrar...
Já te vejo, como dominas.
-Quem é você?
Não lhe digo.
Bom é indiferente para mim.
E se, sou da Escuridão?
-Pois é o que parece, me diga como conduz o seu assunto?
Eu digo!, mesmo que esteja mentindo, na realidade sou da escuridão, mas estou planejando
passar para o bando dos que vão ganhar, porque não vejo um futuro bom para nós.
-É o melhor que podes fazer, amigo.
Sim, acredito que sim, porque aqui está reinando um caos impressionante, os líderes caem e do
lado tem outros se apoderando imediatamente de seus postos com toda a rapidez, sem nenhum
escrúpulo como sempre. E eu não sei o que está acontecendo comigo mas não vejo as coisas
fazendo sentido, já não existe perspectiva de poder em nenhum grau.
-Como funciona aí?
Mal, não temos uma organização clara, e cada vez ficamos pior. Somos muitos os que estão
passando para o outro lado...veja, eu ainda não decidi e no entanto já estou me incluindo, porque
na realidade me faltava um empurrãozinho e como somos muito inteligentes, sempre queremos
estar com o bando vencedor. Assim penso que já decidi passar para o outro lado, espero estar
fazendo o certo, para mim é claro.
-Pode dar informações que sejam válidas para nós?
Bom, Jeshua já lhes disse, podem se alegrar por tudo como está, podem se alegrar porque isso
já é coisa dos mais teimosos com pouca opção, dos mais poderosos que não vão deixar seus
postos até que lhes tirem tudo. Mas, nós que estamos em postos mais baixos já estamos
planejando mudar de bando maciçamente.
Não posso dizer muito porque de qualquer forma tenho que ir com muito cuidado pois alguns são
muito perigosos. E vão fazer tudo que podem para que não passemos para o lado contrário.
-Porque não nos diz claramente? Do lado da Luz!
Para mim não e fácil dizer o que não compreendo bem. Só sei que aqui já não tem sentido e a
alegria que vocês tem é muito diferente, isto está tocando muitos de nós. Sim terei que aprender
as pressas e me familiarizar com a Luz, que não sei muito bem o que é. Bom obrigado por me
receber...creio que estou percebendo o que os faz fortes e decididos... porque seu sentimento de
emoção e o que chamas de Amor está chegando a mim com muita força, e é... é muito diferente...
creio que estou me emocionando... estou me contagiando... e estou compreendendo sem
palavras o que é o Amor... eu que sempre fui o pior do pior com vocês... e tu... não só me
perdoa... como me da todo teu Amor chorando de emoção... porcaria!... obrigada, obrigada,
obrigada, obrigada...
http://contactosdelgruposorem.iespana.es/WEBS/CANALIZACIONES_SOREM.htm
Traduzido do espanhol por: Lucia
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Mass death of baby right whales ... leaving incarnation by intention
By Dianne Robbins / the whales
Apr 9, 2010

www.DianneRobbins.com
Wednesday, April 7, 2010
Mass death among baby Right Whales
Since 2005, 308 baby Right Whales, less than 3 months old, were found dead in the waters
around Peninsula Valdes along Argentina's Patagonian Coast. Here is the Whales reply:
Dearest Sister, Kin from the Sea,
We are the Cetaceans - the One Group Mind talking to you across the waves. Thank you for
connecting to us - we have been expecting you.
The baby Right Whales chose not to complete their full incarnational cycle on Earth, due to the
many dangers involved. It was the group consensus to leave their embodiment after only a few
months, in order to call attention to their dire plight in the Oceans, and to call attention to the
dangers that all Sea Life now faces. Life in the Oceans has become exceedingly dangerous and
the Right Whales have only a few hundred of their kind left. They see no hope to re-populate
because of the overwhelming odds against their growing to maturity. So they left - to call attention
to them and to all Cetaceans in hopes that humans would recognize they are polluting the Oceans
and killing the life forms that inhabit there.
It was a courageous act for ones so young - but even the young Cetaceans are more aware at an
early age than elderly adult humans ever become.
The Spiritual Hierarchy concurred in this decision, and the baby Right Whales just made an easy
transit out of their physical bodies returning to their home planet.
Seeing what was ahead of them, and not wishing to experience the pain and trauma, it made more
sense to use this method in hopes of calling attention to the dangers they would otherwise be
forced to face.
Do you understand? Yes, it was the pollution, radiation from wastes buried in the Oceans, toxins
from so many sources, noise, fishing vessels, and on and on. It just felt senseless to them to
continue struggling to survive and die alone, one by one, unnoticed, when dying en masse would
serve to bring attention to them in hope of bringing the understanding to humans that they must
leave the Oceans alone; that the Oceans are not dumping grounds for wastes, nor are they killing
grounds to kill and torment their species.
We thank you for this opportunity to speak through you.
April 4, 2010
Copyright Dianne Robbins
www.DianneRobbins.comTelos has sent you a link to a blog:
Blog: Inner Earth Blog
Post: Mass death among baby Right Whales
Link: http://diannerobbins.com/blog/2010/04/mass-death-among-baby-right-whales.html
Your comments are encouraged.
Thank you,
Dianne Robbins
www.DianneRobbins.com
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Mother Gaia on her development
By Folkert / Gaia
Apr 14, 2010

English translation: Anja Shakira
Folkert: Dear Mother Gaia, I am Folkert and I am listening to your words.
Mother Gaia: My dear human child. I am in your thoughts, so that you can hear my words. We
have known each other now for quite a while due to our mental contact. Today for the first time,
you are writing down my words directly. I am pleased about your development. I know that in the
future, we will communicate almost exclusively through this way that you call telepathy. It is the
easiest and less difficult task to do that. And, as you yourself have tried out, others will follow you
on your path. Until now, they don't have or haven't had the conviction to choose and to walk this
path.
As you've just heard from Esu, I'm on my way into the offensive. Until this moment, you haven't
known this new way of acting in this form, as its extent exceeds the comprehensive faculty of you,
the inhabitants of my surface. This process, however, serves also for opening the eyes of those
many people that until now have had a quite skeptic - if not refusing attitude towards spirituality
and the existence of the Creator. From now on, we, that is to say the human beings that are
conscious of my actual state of being, and I myself together with the hosts of heaven, will need
very much courage and confidence in order to go this path that many times is bumpy and
dangerous. At the same time, we want to offer help for those that are overchallenged.
You can help me if you send your light to me and if you take away my terrible pain. I will do my
very best to protect as many souls as possible of those inhabiting my surface. I cannot avoid,
however, that there will also be many victims. This is a natural and God-chosen process taking
place.
If you are strong and in a centered way fulfill your tasks that you've received during the last weeks,
nothing will happen to you. This I assure you due to my knowledge gifted to me by our common
father. Stay strong and in love.
Your mother Gaia.
Folkert: Thank you, dear mother. May we have come through this process soon.
Namaste
Folkert

Mutter Gaia über die Entwicklung
durch Folkert
7. April 2010
Ich: Liebe Mutter Gaia, ich bin Folkert und höre deine Worte.
Mutter Gaia: Mein liebes Menschenkind. Ich bin in deinen Gedanken bei dir, damit du meine
Worte hörst. Wir kennen uns jetz bereits eine gewisse Zeit aus unserem mentalen Kontakt. Heute
ist es das erste Mal, dass du meine Worte direkt aufschreibst. Ich freue mich über deine
Entwicklung. Mir ist bekannt, dass wir in der Zukunft über diesen Weg, den ihr Telepathie nennt,
fast ausschließlich miteinander kommunizieren werden. Es ist die einfachste und leichteste
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Aufgabe, dieses zu tun. Denn, wie du es selbst ausprobiert hast, werden dir andere auf deinem
Weg folgen. Sie haben oder hatten bisher nicht die Überzeugung, diesen Weg zu wählen und zu
gehen.
Wie du soeben von Esu vernommen hast, bin ich auf dem Weg in die Offensive. Dieses neue
Verhalten in dieser Form ist euch bisher noch nicht bekannt, denn sein Ausmaß überschreitet das
Fassungsvermögen von euch Bewohnern auf meiner Oberfläche. Jedoch dient auch dieser
Prozess dazu, dass viele Menschen, die bisher der Spiritualität und der Existenz des Schöpfers
gegenüber eher skeptisch waren, um nicht zu sagen, ablehnend, die Augen zu öffnen.
Wir, soll heißen, die Menschen, denen die derzeitige Situation meines Zustandes bewusst ist, und
ich, gemeinsam mit den Herrscharen des Himmels werden ab jetzt sehr viel Mut und Zuversich
benötigen, um den oft holprigen und gefährlichen Weg zu gehen und gleichzeitig denen Hilfe
anbieten, die überfordert sind.
Mir könnt ihr helfen, wenn ihr mir euer Licht zusendet und mir meine entsetzlichen Schmerzen
nehmt. Ich werde mir Mühe geben, möglichst viele Seelen, die meine Oberfläche bewohnen, zu
schützen. Jedoch kann ich nicht vermeiden, dass es auch viele Opfer geben wird. Das ist ein
natürlicher und gottgewollter Prozess, der abläuft.
Wenn ihr stark seid und zentriert euren Aufgaben nachgeht, die ihr in den letzten Wochen erhalten
habt, wird euch auch nichts geschehen. Das versichere ich euch durch mein Wissen, das mir
unser gemeinsamer Vater geschenkt hat. Bleibt stark und in Liebe.
Eure Mutter Gaja.
Ich: Danke, liebe Mutter. Mögen wir bald diesen Prozess überstanden haben.
Namaste
Folkert
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We will appear in your skies
By Esu / Folkert
Apr 14, 2010

English: Anja Shakira
Folkert: Dear Esu, you told me to receive a new, a bit more difficult message. It shouldn't be
published immediately, as firstly, it was an experiment that you wanted to carry out with me. I'm
not sure if it's going to be you or someone else. I'm ready to take notes. Whom do I have contact
with?
Esu: It's Esu speaking to you, dear son. Today, we come to you in order to try an experiment
together with you. We ask you to take down the following text:
We, the Galactic Federation of Light are on our way to you. In the foreseeable future, we will show
ourselves in your skies. Everywhere on earth, you will recognize our ships that shall become
visible for you now, as it is high time to convey to you that in case of difficult earth changes, we will
be at your side and that we will safe you from certain death by rescuing you, if it is necessary.
Make sure to be in the public, if you are in these regions, in order to be taken by our
energies. Especially for this, we've developed a special beam serving for being used like a
stairway, with the difference that you don't need to climb it up, it is sufficient to just go into
the beam. Please don't be fearful. You won't be harmed and as soon as you will have gone
into the beam, you will have very comfortable and pleasant feelings.
Now to the earth quake in Sumatra. As you know, six years ago, a heavy earth quake took place
there, due to which more than 200,000 human lives were taken at the Indian Ocean. That quake
had been caused by human activities. The quake today, however, has a natural cause and in
certain aspects, it is also a geological answer to the one that happened six years ago. Be ready to
expect further, much more intensive quakes especially in this region.
To address the situation in the United States of America, all of you have certainly noticed
that, as far as you know, it is the first time that there are as many after-quakes. Also here,
you can detect a process of development still going on. In the next hours and days, we
expect further convulsions of considerable amount and intensity.
It is at these places that our ships will show special presence in order to give you the feeling of
being safe. Therefore, once more my urgent call to you: If you are at these dangerous
places, in case of danger, look up into the sky and ask for rescue which you will then be
granted.
End of the message.
I AM Esu
Folkert: Thank you, Esu, for the transmission.
Addendum:
Folkert: Have I passed the experiment successfully in your sense, Esu?
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Esu: We are extraordinarily delighted and thankful for your development and we are pleased to
welcome you in the circle of those receiving and passing on important information this way...
…………………………………….
Esu: Wir werden an euren Himmeln erscheinen
Esu durch Folkert
7. April 2010

Ich: Lieber Esu, du sagtest mir, ich sollte eine neu, etwas schwierigere Botschaft empfangen. Sie
sollte nicht gleich veröffentlicht werden, denn sie sei zunächst ein Experiment, das ihr mit mir
vollziehen wolltet. Mir ist nicht klar, ob du es sein wirst oder jemand anderer. Ich bin bereit, zu
notieren. Mit wem habe ich Kontakt?
Esu: Hier ist Esu, der mit dir spricht, mein Sohn. Wir kommen heute zu dir, um mit dir zusammen
ein Experiment zu wagen. Wir bitten dich, folgenden Text zu notieren:
Wir, die Galaktische Föderation des Lichts sind auf dem Weg zu euch. In absehbarer Zeit werden
wir uns an euren Himmeln zeigen. Ihr werdet überall auf der Erde unsere Schiffe erkennen, die
jetzt für euch sichtbar werden sollen, denn es ist hohe Zeit, euch zu vermitteln, dass wir im Fall
von schwierigen Erdveränderungen an eurer Seite stehen und euch gegebenfalls durch eure
Rettung vor dem sicheren Tod bewahren.
Achtet darauf, dass ihr euch, wenn ihr euch in diesen Gebieten aufhaltet, in die
Öffentlichkeit begebt, um dann durch unsere Energien aufgenommen zu werden. Wir haben
hierfür einen besonderen Strahl entwickelt, der euch dazu dient, ihn wie eine Treppe zu
nutzen, nur dass ihr sie nicht besteigen müßt, sondern einfach nur den Strahl betreten
braucht. Habt bitte keine Angst. Es wird euch kein Leid geschehen und ihr werdet sofort,
wenn ihr diesen Strahl betreten habt, ein sehr angenehmes und wohltuhendes Gefühl
haben.
Jetzt zu dem Erdbeben in Sumatra. Wie ihr wisst, hat es dort vor 6 Jahren ein schweres Beben
gegeben, in dessen Folge am Indischen Ozeanl über 200.000 Menschenleben genommen
wurden. Dieses Beben damals war durch Menschenhand verursacht. Das heutige Beben jedoch
ist naturbedingt und in gewisser Weise auch eine geologische Antwort des Bebens von vor 6
Jahren. Seid bereit, gerade in diesem Bereich mit weiteren, noch sehr viel schlimmeren Beben zu
rechen.
Um auf die Situation in Amerika sprechen zu kommen, habt ihr sicherlich alle bemerkt,
dass es bisher nach eurem Erkenntnisstand noch nie so viele Nachbeben gegeben hat.
Auch hierin könnt ihr einen Entwicklungsprozess erkennen, der sich hier fortsetzt.
Wir erwarten in den nächsten Stunden und Tagen weitere Stöße in nicht geringem Umfang
und Größe. Genau an diesen Orten der Erde werden unsere Schiffe besondere Präsenz
zeigen, um euch das Gefühl zu geben, dass ihr gesichert seid.
Deshalb noch einmal meinen dringenden Apell an euch. Solltet ihr euch an diesen gefährlichen
Plätzen aufhalten, schaut bei Gefahr in eure Himmel und bittet dann um Rettung, die euch dann
zuteil wird.
Ende der Botschaft
ICH BIN Esu
Ich: Danke, Esu für die Durchgabe
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Nachtrag:
Ich: Habe ich dieses Experiment in eurem Sinne erfolgreich durchschritten, Esu?
Esu: Lieber Sohn, wir sind über deine Entwicklung außerordentlich begeistert und dankbar und
freuen uns, dich in dem Kreis aufnehmen zu können, der auf diesem Wege wichtige Informationen
von uns empfängt und sie weiter gibt.
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Esu: Von Stufe 5 auf Stufe 8
By Esu / Folkert
Apr 14, 2010

English: Anja Shakira
Folkert: Dear Esu, you asked me to take down another message from you. I'm ready for the
transcription.
Esu: My dear son, here's your brother Esu. We have come together and discuss the actual
situation on your planet. CM and Lady Nada are with me and we'd like to tell you that things will
change considerably in the times to come.
We all in this circle agree on the fact that the whole process of changing your planet is proceeding
a bit too slowly. By influencing the energies that affect you and your planet, we have got a certain
"control device" to speed up the process or to slow it down, depending on the development of the
situation that keeps changing every minute.
In the last days, you've received several messages on patience that are also connected with the
development of things. Patience and deeds are actions with equal rights inherent in every living
being. Christ Michael has just decided to support this process a bit by increasing the energy input
from level five to level eight on a scale from zero to ten, to say it in "human" words and to make it
easier to understand.
As a consequence, in the following days we will have clearly stronger energy streams that
can finally lead to the manifestation of changes that can be realized. This will result in the
coming up of geological, technical and mental processes that are much stronger and more
frequent.
Christ Michael will stay attentive in order to react in seconds in case of non-intended peaks
arising. Stay centered and don't worry, as everything evolves in the sense of the Divine Decree.
Stay connected with me through your hearts and hold up the light of your torch so that everyone
can see: you are our selected light houses.
End of message.
I AM Esu.
Folkert: Thank you for the message, Esu.

Esu: Von Stufe 5 auf Sufe 8
Esu durch Folkert
10. April 2010
Ich: Lieber Esu, du batest mich, eine weitere Botschaft von dir zu notieren. Ich bin bereit für die
Niederschrift.
Esu: Mein lieber Sohn, hier ist dein Bruder Esu. Wir sind hier versammelt und besprechen die
derzeitige Lage auf eurem Planeten. Bei mir ist CM und Nada und wir möchten dir gerne mitteilen,
das sich die Dinge in der Folgezeit erheblich verändern werden.
Wir sind uns einig hier in diesem Kreise, dass der gesamte Vorgang der Veränderung eures
Planeten etwas zu schleppend verläuft. Durch unsere Beeinflussung der Energien, die sich auf
euch und euren Planeten auswirken, haben wir eine gewisse „Steuermöglichkeit", diesen Prozess
entweder zu forcieren oder ihn zu verlangsamen, je nachdem, wie sich die Dinge minütlich
verändern.
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Ihr habt in den letzten Tagen mehrere Botschaften über die Geduld erhalten, die auch im
Zusammenhang mit der Entwicklung der Dinge stehen. Sowohl Geduld, wie auch Handlung sind
gleichberechtigte Aktionen, die in jedem lebenden Wesen inne wohnen. Christ Michael hat jetzt
entschieden, diesen Prozess ein wenig zu unterstützen, in der Form, dass er die Energiezufuhr
auf der Skala von eins bis zehn von Stufe 5 auf 8 erhöht hat, um es ein wenig „menschlich" und
nachvollziehbarer auszudrücken.
In Folge dessen werden wir in den nächsten Tagen deutlich stärkere Energieströmungen
erleben, die dazu führen können, dass sich nun wirklich erkennbare Veränderungen
manifestieren werden. Diese drücken sich dann auch insofern aus, dass erheblich stärkere
und häufigere geologische, technische und mentale Vorgänge entstehen werden.
Christ Michel wird darauf achten, sollten sich nicht gewollte Spitzen bilden, sekündlich darauf zu
reagieren. Bleib zentriert und unbesorgt, denn es läuft alles im Sinne des Göttlichen Dekretes.
Bleibt verbunden mit mir über eure Herzen und haltet das Licht eurer Fackel in die Höhe, damit
jeder erkennt, ihr seid unsere Leuchttürme, die auserwählt wurden.
Botschaft beendet.
ICH BIN Esu
Ich: Danke, Esu, für die Nachricht
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Mother Earth: Inner turbulence has increased
By Folkert / Gaia
Apr 14, 2010

English: Anja Shakira
Folkert: Dear Mother, you have called me. I'm here and I'm listening.
Mother Earth: I have nudged you, dear Folkert, so that you take down my message. The following
things have developed: As you can see, the magnetosphere has calmed down a bit. This doesn't
mean that I have come to rest. Absolutely not.
Due to the processes of the past days, the turbulence inside of me has even increased. Through
Esu, you've heard that the Galactic Federation continues staying by my side and that soon, they
want to increase the energy input.
I await this most intensively, as it will help me to make my process of development a bit easier.
This, however, will lead to the fact that my geophysical structures will change drastically. This
means that you on my surface will have to face partly chaotic conditions that in fact can become
really dangerous for the people.
But nevertheless have faith in your divine protectors that will help you in case of mortal danger.
Unfortunately, I cannot tell you any exact localities, where these changes will take place. It is
imaginable that they will take place in the region of California or at the pacific coast of South
America.
It could also be in front of the Japanese coast or in the waters around Indonesia. Now, again, my
urgent request to you: Stay away from these trouble areas or leave them, if you live there. This is
also about living and surviving.
Thank you, dear Folkert, for taking down my words.
See you soon.
I am Mother Earth.
Folkert: Thank you for the message, Mother Earth.

Mutter Erde: Innere Turbulenzen sind gewachsen
durch Folkert
10. April 2010
Ich: Liebe Mutter, du hast mich gerufen. Ich bin hier und höre.
Mutter Erde: Ich habe dich angepiekst, lieber Folkert, damit du meine Nachricht aufnimmst.
Folgende Dinge haben sich entwickelt. Die Magnosphere hat sich, wie ihr erkennen könnt, etwas
beruhigt. Das bedeutet nicht, das ich zur Ruhe gekommen bin. Weiss Gott nicht. In mir sind die
Turbulenzen eher größer geworden durch die Vorgänge der vergangenen Tage. Du hast durch
Esu vernommen, dass die Galaktische Föderation weiterhin an meiner Seite steht und in Kürze
den Energieschub vergrößern will. Ich warte innigst darauf, weil er mir helfen wird, meinen
Entwicklungsprozess etwas leichter zu gestalten. Jedoch führt das dazu, dass sich meine
geophysikalischen Strukturen erheblich verändern werden. Das bedeutet, ihr auf meiner
Oberfläche müsst mit zum Teil chaotischen Zuständen rechnen, die in einigen Gebieten durchaus
sehr gefährlich für die Menschen werden können. Habt jedoch Vertrauen in eure göttlichen
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Beschützer, die euch, sollte Lebensgefahr bestehen, helfen werden. Leider kann ich euch keine
genauen Örtlichkeiten nennen, wo diese Veränderungen ihren Verlauf nehmen. Es ist durchaus
denkbar, dass sie im Bereich von Kalifornien oder an der pazifischen Küste von Südamerika
eintreten. Es könnte auch vor der japanischen Küste oder in den Gewässern um Indonesien
stattfinden. Nun, nochmal von mir die dringende Bitte an euch, haltet euch fern von diesen
Krisengebieten oder verlasst sie, wenn ihr dort wohnt. Es geht auch um Leben und Überleben.
Danke an dir, lieber Folkert, dass du meine Worte aufgeschrieben hast.
Bis bald.
Ich bin Mutter Erde
Ich: Danke für die Botschaft, Mutter Erde
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The Plans of Man
By Joanne L
Apr 16, 2010

Hi Hazel...
thank you for this vibrant and powerful message.
I wish to add a poem I channeled yesterday, I hope this ok to post here but I have been aware that
much of your recent channeling from CM has been very much in tandem with my writings and
urges elsewhere, I was pushed to get this out and I have been resisting (a little shy)... and I feel
that CM is on a roll. (Candace: in response to Truth, The Bringer of Life by Hazel and CM)
The Plans of Man 14/04/2010
Grandiose the plans of Man
As Earth was given unto his hand
The higher minds devised a scheme
Of chains, to lock his brethren in
Keepers of the truth they hid
All true knowledge of Spirit
Refusing access to their game
Exclusive to the blue blood name
And stolen were the hearts of men
A God outside, whilst in their pen
'look to us for your salvation
you must bow to our creation'
And so religion came to pass
Written words control the mass
To separate the Child of God
And break the cord of Divine Love
They aimed with arrows laced with fear
Dividing nations in wars of tears
And so they weaved a wicked basket
Bound with lies and darkest magic
Draining life force from their prey
Wielding powers in twisted ways
In a trance the people bowed
The bond with God had lost its ground
Then the plan of man it grew
A New World Order for their brood
A system locked in in corporate gain
To steal the life from sovereign
No-one knew it was a crime
Your father signed on the dotted line
Your name in caps- a corporate fiction
A slave of commercial jurisdiction
This is not your Natural Law
This is not your Birthright Pure
Your Soul Divine we will set free
To know again reality
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Unlock those chains you knelt to take
Release the knowledge of your fate
And as the Earth, she shudder and shake
Elitist bonds will tear and break
Remove the shroud that was your sorrow
As God Within blaze forth tomorrow
And ignorance shall reign no more
By Divine Decree, to restore Common Law
Joanne L
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Esu comments loss through suicide
By Anja Shakira / Esu
Apr 16, 2010

I received this message yesterday in the evening, shortly after having been asked for help by a
dear friend of mine. I hope that it can be of help for others that have lost their kids through suicide,
a penomenon that will probably appear more frequently due to the quality of these times...
I AM THAT I AM
Anja Shakira
14.04.2010 18.30
Anja Shakira: Dear Spiritual Hierarchy of Light, I ask for a message for a mother that lost her son
through suicide.
Esu: Beloved child, we welcome your willingness to be at proposal for the Spiritual Realms and to
receive messages. We would love to help you convey comfort and bring enlightenment where it is
necessary.
Anja Shakira: Whom do I have contact with?
Esu: It's Esu, my child!
Anja Shakira: Esu, I greet you from deep within my heart and I'm proud that you are making
contact with me.
Esu: I welcome you here in our heavenly spheres with which you are more and more connected
and I congratulate you for your ability to hold the light better and better. But now I'd like to forward
you the message you've requested for the lady:
Dear xxx, first of all, I want to assure you that I feel with you in your deep pain. For a mother,
regardless if biological or by choice, it is always one of the most difficult moments to see the own
child lying on the deathbed. This, however, is an experience that you could not prevent. You are
not culpable at all. You gave everything to the child that it needed, you gave love to him and
understanding, you made many sacrifices, as it was not always easy to act in the right way facing
the fact that he wasn't your biological son.
Your soul, my dear one, is full of love and that is the reason why, in the first place, you were able
to grow up your two kids this way. You gave them the feeling of security, of belonging, and
notwithstanding your son took this path. It was his own choice and the soul will find its way into the
light with our help. He will find his peace and you will also do so, if you are willing to surrender to
the pain and to go through it completely. You must embrace it in order to be able to let it go
afterwards.
This is a process that will pass more quickly the less you resist. We from the Realms of Light will
support you in this, if you ask for our help. On earth, there is the law of free will and therefore, we
are only allowed to interfere if you ask us to do so. You indeed have earned the right to ask for the
salvation/ well-being of your son and you can help him into the light. Lead his soul mentally into
the light and then, let him go. If you don't succeed right away at the first attempt, this is o.k. It will
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be a gradual process and each time, there will be less pain. Lay all your love towards him into
these moments.
Thank him for everything that you were allowed to live together and ask pardon for those moments
in which not everything turned out as it was intended. It is also important to tell him that you forgive
him everything that he, be it consciously or unconsciously, has done unto you during this lifetime,
and also during those lives that you might have shared together before. Your souls are deeply
interconnected and thus it is even more important to resolve everything that still exists regarding
old resentments or ancient promises, vows etc. Only then, his soul, together with its whole
percentage of light, will be able to return to its creator, where you will meet again one day.
For now, be wrapped into the love of your father, the creator of this world and be assured,
everything will turn out to be good. I also ask my daughter Anja Shakira for help, she will assist
you in this process and she will provide you with a jug, filled with light and love, from which you
can take any time in order to ease your pain.
Now, be greeted and I ask you to always stay connected with me in your hearts, for I am your
brother Esu.
Anja Shakira: Thank you for this message, Esu. I will pass it on immediately after editing it. Is
there something else you want to tell me?
Esu: Yes, my child. I am happy about your decision to be at proposal for messages and I advise
you to always keep your vessel pure so that you are ready for bigger purposes awaiting you.
Charlotte has mentioned it, probably other entities will contact you that want to talk through you in
order to supply the German-speaking region. Naturally, also your translation work is highly
estimated and urgently needed. We from the Spiritual Hierarchy greet you. End of message for
today.
Anja Shakira: Thank you, Esu and I will stay ready.
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LIVE KRYON CHANNELLING: "DNA Revealed"
By Kryon: Lee Carroll
May 14, 2010

This live channelling was Given in Melbourne, Victoria, Australia
Saturday, March 13, 2010
As channelled by Lee Carroll for Kryon
The information below is free and available for you to print out, copy and distribute
as you wish. The Copyright, however, prohibits sale in any form except by the
publisher
To help the reader, this channelling has been rechannelled [by Lee and Kryon] and added
onto, to provide even clearer understanding. Often what happens live has implied energy
within it, which carries a kind of communication that the printed page does not. So enjoy
this enhanced message given from Melbourne, Australia.
Greetings, dear ones, I am Kryon of Magnetic Service. This is a family gathering; at least,
that is the way I see it. It's a precious gathering, for if you really truly understood what was
happening in this moment, I think you would be surprised. However, it seems so linear. A
man sits on a stage, the music plays, and Spirit comes forth... and there is reverence,
blessed energy, and respect. That's the way you see it.
What is really going on here is so much bigger, for this day there's an allotment, a
permission that you have given for this energy to visit you from the other side of the veil.
This doesn't happen without people in front of my partner. He cannot do this alone. He
cannot speak out loud with the voice of Kryon unless you are here, and he never has. This
should tell you that there are some attributes in the process that require a "give and take,"
and there are.
You see, from my perspective, the entourage comes in and waits for permission. It's not a
man on a stage. It's not necessarily a presentation. It's a reunion. For in the chairs in front
of me, and reading and hearing, are ones I have known for eternity. All of you are eternal
in both directions. There is no beginning of you. Think of this! That should tell you the
essence and the core of what is inside.
In this moment, in these times, in this brief thing you call channelling, there is energy given.
It is information in English, but while it is given and while the energy is there, the third
language is above you all. It visits every chair and asks the question, "Do you remember?"
The Human Being is not built for total spiritual recall of who you are on the other side of the
veil. If we offered empirical proof that this channelling was true, there would be no test at
all. In addition, the crowd would be so much larger, you know? If there was proof, everyone
would be here. No, instead it requires individuals to go inside and ask for discernment.
"Could it be that all that is being presented here is accurate and true? Could it be that it's
exactly what Kryon says it is?" This is the discernment we have spoken of often, which the
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Human Being has available.
So in these moments, there is, indeed, energy flowing from this crack in the veil that you
have given permission to open. From that crack pours the energy of home. Just for a
moment, with this third language, just for a moment, let it fill your heart. And if you're
paying attention, it ought to fill you up with truth that you're more than you think.
All around this planet there is an awakening going on. It doesn't make a big noise, for there
are no advertising campaigns or television shows that announce it. Slow, it is. Since 1987,
it has been growing, and you feel it. Humanity is more aware of this shift now than ever
before. Many around you are starting to accept what you in this room have accepted. Oh,
they may not believe what you believe, but they are seeing who you are. They see a
peaceful Human Being sitting among those who are in turmoil. They see the way that you
handle life and others around you, how that makes a difference. There's a prophet inside
each of you and we want to talk about that tonight. It may not seem like we're going to talk
about a prophet inside when I tell you the subject, but there is. The subject is again DNA.
So we would like to explain some things, and continue the teaching of only a few weeks
ago that we gave in the top part of Earth [northern hemisphere], which we now bring to the
bottom [Australia]. But, of course, that's if you look at Earth in a linear, popular way. For
who is to say what is up and down? Perhaps it's even left and right? [Kryon smile]
DNA Teaching Continues....
DNA - The very letters ring with the complexity and chemistry of high biological science. In
actuality, there is a lot more to it even than science sees, for it is doubtful that science will
ever see what I'm about to tell you. There are components of your DNA and attributes that
are simply unseeable in 3D. I have told you in the past that what is missing at this moment
in scientific endeavor, which would literally change everything, is an instrument that would
measure an interdimensional field. Once that instrument or scenario is developed, and it
will be, it is the closest thing you'll ever have to proof of all that we speak of. For the instant
that instrument is turned upon the various things of the planet, including Human biology,
there will be revelation in science, everywhere. Energy that is invisible will appear, or will at
least show its shadow. It will then be real, where at the moment it is only conjecture.
Interdimensionality is here today in so many ways. Gravity is an interdimensional force.
Magnetism is an interdimensional force. Even light has components of it... all invisible and
unexplainable to you at the moment. But like so many other things, you use it every day,
and your bodies are also part of it.
Let me explain some things to you that enhance what I've already given. In order to do
this, I must review. I will briefly review what I have given before so that I may expound
upon it and give you things you have not yet heard.
The Review
To you and science, the very premise of DNA is bio-chemical. That is, what you have in
your body, what you believe is responsible for the blueprint of life, is totally explainable by
science through the chemistry and biological processes. But there are attributes within
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DNA that I wish to again discuss. There are interdimensional spiritual attributes within DNA
that are quantum. The actual majority of the chemistry that you can see in the Human
Genome is in a quantum state. Although your science cannot measure a quantum state at
this time, nor the field around it, there is evidence of it within the puzzle of the Human
Genome.
We have told you that the DNA in your body carries with it a tremendous amount of unseen
information and energy. We speak of DNA as an entity, not as a chemical double helix.
That is to say, 100 trillion loops of DNA all work together as one energy to be called "your
DNA." This group is unique. It has to be, for it is absolutely, 100 percent you. Because of
the quantumness of DNA, it can contain a huge part of your spirituality. This will be defined
in the publication that my partner is working on now [Kryon Book Twelve]. Not only does
DNA contain the record of all that you have been on the planet, but your relationship to
Gaia as well. It contains all that you have ever done and the spirituality of what you've
learned in every lifetime. This information is literally imprinted within it.
Now listen to me: Over eons, no Human ever loses any spiritual revelations they have ever
had. Do you understand? With intent, any Human can awaken to the point at which their
DNA holds what they've learned over all lifetimes. You awaken the DNA itself with your
intent and epiphany of God inside. All of the spiritual things that you have learned will
come flying back and be yours again. How could they not? You opened the door originally
and you own them. This has to be good news to the individual who wonders what it's going
to be like if he comes back. Will he have to start over? Will he have to go through the
things again that he's gone through this lifetime? The answer is no. It remains free choice,
and many lifetimes might go by without any kind of spiritual quest, but in this shift, many
are beginning to "remember" who they are and what they know.
Some of you have actually said that you do not choose to come back again, for it has been
difficult this time. There is an intrinsic, innate feeling to some of you that this is your last
time. Yet I will tell you, dear ones, that this is what you said the last time! Here is what
happens: The first thing that masters and old souls want to do when they arrive on the
other side of the veil is come back... and that's you! Most of you will, and when you do, you
will pick up where you left off, not restart. That's in the DNA. It's beautiful. The wisdom of
the ages is imprinted within the DNA. It's quantum, and therefore huge. The crystal in the
Cave of Creation stores this for you and activates your DNA when you return within a
different Human body.
Isn't it interesting that now that humanity has seen the Human Genome, they see how
unique it is? Isn't it interesting? DNA is totally unique. Not one Human Being has DNA like
the other, not even identical twins. Only a fraction of it is identical in twins (less than 5%).
But not the non-protein-encoded quantum parts. They are absolutely unique to each
Human.
There is more. Within the DNA are attributes of the piece of God that you are. The imprint
of the Higher-Self is there. The angelic name that I call you is there. That name is not a
name in linearity or one spoken in the air with vibration. Instead, it is a name that we sing
in light. And when it is spoken, it vibrates with majesty. That's the truth! Feel it! The imprint
of who you really are is in there. You carry with you pieces and parts of the lineage from
another planet and other areas of the Universe. The energy of those who helped seed you
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with humanity's spiritual portion are there as well [Pleiadian]. Appropriate, it is. Beautiful, it
is. Loving, it is. All of that is there within your DNA, and in order for it to be there, it has to
be a quantum energy.
Now, let us again speak of the 3D biology. When the Human Genome Project was
finished, all the chemicals in the double helix had been identified. In that very, very small
double helix, three billion chemical parts were then known and identified. It is so small that
this DNA molecule must be seen via an electron microscope. So complex it is that it has
three billion in chemical parts. Then the task began of identifying what the parts did, and
science began to study the enormity of what was there. They were looking, indeed, for that
which created more than 23,000 Human genes. So they looked for the coding, the linear
protein coding, so that they could understand how these things worked.
Science had waited a long time to see "the blueprint in action," and they did. But the shock
came when less than five percent of the DNA created genes. Indeed, they saw linearity
and they saw the coding in the protein-encoded portion of DNA. This small portion created
the genes, but the rest of it seemed to be random, even chaotic. More than 90 percent of
DNA seemed to be scrambled and useless.
My partner talked about that today [in lecture] where a quantum state appears to be
chaotic. It appears to be random, for there is no linearity to be discovered in a true
quantum reality, none at all. One of the things that keeps you from seeing a quantum state
is the linearity bias that you have in your 3D reality. So you, indeed, stare at that which is
quantum, but to you the concept of what it might be is invisible. This DNA attribute of
randomness could not be taken lightly, for science was looking at something that was
unexplainable. Imagine, 90 percent of DNA seemed to do nothing at all! The biologists
knew better, but there simply was no explanation at hand.
On to New Information
So we start from that point in order to reveal a few things that you need to know, many of
which will be eventually confirmed. When it is, you'll remember where you heard it. [Kryon
smile]
DNA is far larger than you think, and even today science is starting to acknowledge that
the 90 percent of DNA that is seemingly random may not be a language or code at all.
Instead, it may be what they would call "influential chemistry" that somehow modifies or
configures the five percent that is the engine of the genetic blueprint. The irony here is that
this is exactly what's happening, but not in the way science is looking at it.
The 90 percent of DNA is a reflection of your spirituality. The Akashic Record, the HigherSelf, that which you seek that you call "a portal to the other side," is there. In a quantum
state, these things are not actually in the chemicals at all. Think of all of those chemicals
together as a bridge, somehow a pipeline, a portal or quantum pointer to everything.
Instead of thinking in a linear way that there is a compartment or a box where your HigherSelf is, think of a doorway. If you could go there and see the quantum state of it, you would
enter a pipeline that takes you to everything that is. So understand that this 3D/quantum
chemical bridge is a sacred influencer of the genome, and it's very large, containing most
of the information in the Human blueprint of life.
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DNA is More Than You Think
Now, let us speak of DNA as you've never heard us speak before. We desire that this is
published and is part of the compilation that my partner is putting together. We present it
almost last in the three-year series of teaching, in the year of the three, for Kryon Book
Twelve, a three in numerology. So there is 333, which represents the completion of the
information this year. It is time you knew the rest of the story.
Science considers your brain to be the center of consciousness, but it is not. The brain, the
highest ordered neurological group they can see, is filled with a complex synapse.
Therefore, it must be responsible for what is called Human consciousness. It is not. The
brain is only the 3D engine that responds to the 90 percent quantumness of DNA. It is the
engine of the synapse and it's vastly complicated. But the brain is only the receiver of
information to create electrical signals that do as they are instructed, as influenced by the
DNA.
One hundred trillion parts of DNA working together communicate as one. Did you realize
that? Science doesn't know how this happens, and the communication link from your head
to your toe somehow has one purpose. Is that your brain? No. It's the DNA all together,
creating the Human Being. DNA "knows." It all works together. This isn't something you are
going to find in the medical books, but it completes a large missing link that science gives
no credibility towards. DNA communicates with itself! It has one "mind" and it "knows" what
is happening in every part of your body.
The new information is that DNA provides a "field" around you that is interdimensional.
That field is your consciousness, not your brain. That which your brain does is in tandem
with the DNA. Your brain dreams... or does it? The synapse is there to show it, and in your
deepest REM sleep, out comes so many complex things. Those things are all in your DNA,
supplied to your brain. So the DNA even supplies instructions and influence to your brain's
dream activity for you. These things are difficult to explain, since we are not speaking
about linear things, but that which is quantum.
All of you dream in a quantum state. That is why there's no linearity, and things don't
always make sense. Those who have passed away and those who have not are all
together in your dreams, yet they are looking at one another. Dreams don't make sense
because they're not in the reality you are used to. That's your DNA talking... the Akashic
Record coming forward and playing "the tapes" to your brain. Science does not
acknowledge this, for it cannot see the field, but the DNA is Human consciousness and the
brain simply is the 3D engine of the synapse that supplies the bridge for your reality.
"Kryon, is there evidence of this?" Oh, yes. Very much so. When a Human Being has an
accident and the spinal cord is completely severed, it leaves the body innate. This is the
paraplegic who can no longer move anything - not a finger, not a toe. And yet the heart
keeps beating, does it not? Digestion continues, does it not? The kidneys and other organs
function, do they not? Even reproductive activity is possible! Everything keeps going, yet
you learned in school that the brain sends electrical signals through the spinal cord and
keeps your heart beating, doesn't it? Well, if the spinal cord is severed, what keeps your
heart beating? I will tell you - it's the blueprint of DNA!
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When the engine of the synapse is broken, the DNA finds other pathways and instructs the
body to continue the life force. That is why the organs continue even though control of the
muscles do not. Interesting, is it not? There is proof there if you look. Science finds it
curious, don't they? Therefore, you might say that your DNA is actually an esoteric,
ethereal brain, containing things that your regular brain does not contain. You'd be right.
There are all manner of very spectacular attributes in your DNA that are here to look at,
which current science has yet to even see.
DNA "Knows"
The biggest attribute that we wish to discuss is this - this interdimensional DNA field is
knowing. That is to say, it is built to extend life. It knows who you are. It contains the
blueprint of your sacredness, and is one of the largest tools you have for health, for joy, for
opening the door. It is in the DNA field, not the brain. That's where it is. And in that truth,
there is celebration. For it releases you from having to create what you think you need.
Let me give it to you this way. If you're going to use that field as a tool, now that you know
what it does, you're going to work with your cellular structure to manifest things. The
normal Human experience is to gather knowledge on how. "How do I communicate? What
is the best thing to ask for? How do I specify it so the DNA will know what I'm asking? Do I
have to be a certain way or be in a certain place? Do I follow many steps that will open the
door?"
None of the above! If you could visit your cellular structure, your Akash, your sacred life
lesson, don't you think it would know what was happening? It does, perhaps even more
than you do! All you have to do is speak to that which is the quantum part of you and it
knows what you need. So we are asking you to relax the linearity of the lists that you give
to God. For suddenly, we're telling you there is a quantum energy that is the sacred you
who knows what you need.
Therefore, your meditations and prayers could be shifted to become wiser as you speak to
your own cellular structure, to your own Higher-Self. You might say, "Dear Spirit, dear
DNA, examine the life that I have and give me those things which will enhance it." Perhaps
that's the healing you came for, dear one? Don't you think I know who's here? Perhaps
that's a miracle that will give you joy in the face of the sorrow that you're in right now?
Don't you think I know who is here, what you've gone through in these last days? I counted
the tears when they fell, and so did the DNA field! You feel so alone, not understanding
there's an entourage around you the whole time, and they would love to touch that field
that is your DNA! They'd love to touch it. But not unless you say it's OK to do so.
Understand this: DNA is more than chemistry! It is a field and a portal. These things are
the mechanics of Spirit. We're starting to give you advanced information and there have
been those who have known how this works and assigned sacred geometry to all of it.
They're accurate and it's correct. But it's a field.
A Master's Ascension
Let me review something with you that's ancient, wise, and tells a profound story. In your
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own scriptures in the western world, there is a story of a master named Elijah. This was the
only Human Being in history to select his time of ascension without death and have it
recorded by the one who would take his place. Therefore, you could see it within the
writings of the one who witnessed it. I want to review it, for even all the way back then,
there is proof of the field.
They say Elijah stepped into an opening, asking Elisha to record what was going to
happen. Now Elijah was a master with great wisdom and knowledge and he is today what
you would call an ascended master, and Elisha loved him. In the linearity of humanism,
there is an entire group of people who expect his return. I have some news for them. Get
out of your linearity, for he's been back a long time! For the energy of the masters are part
of the energy of the great shift that is upon you. They intermingle with the vibration of this
planet. They're all back, and it's what you're feeling. In a quantum state, they're in your
DNA. Don't you sense this? There is so much expectation around 3D things that were
never meant to be 3D. So much information is given in metaphoric terms, so you might
understand that perhaps prophesy itself could mean things outside of your linear reality.
Elijah walked into the open with Elisha watching, but he did not die. Instead, he claimed his
sacredness. Indeed he left, but not without some fireworks. For Elisha indicated that he
turned into a chariot of fire, accompanied by three entities. In the best that he could see
and describe in his linearity, Elisha described what it looked like and what it felt like. Now,
take a look at this, for you will find that it was not necessarily angels from above who came
and got Elijah. Instead, something happened on the ground and Elijah turned into light and
he left.
Let me tell you what that was. That was Elijah energizing his field of DNA! This field has a
name, the name given at that moment Elijah was riding a chariot of light. The name was
given in Hebrew: Merkabah. And I will now reveal to you, as I have before two times, that
your DNA field is indeed your Merkabah. It has sacred geometry connected to it, for this
interdimensional field has structure. If you could see it, you'd see the structure of the
double tetrahedron, and it's beautiful. It's not just a ball of light. The name Merkabah would
indicate that something rides within it, and it is the chariot of your divinity. Each Human
Being has this, recorded by Elisha watching the master ascend. In addition, the chariot
contained three parts, which was the reunion that I have spoken about in the past of the
three parts that split from you when you arrive on the earth, and recombine when you
leave. I will give more about this in the next channelling. That's what we want to share in
these moments, for that's what each one of you has - exactly what Elijah had.
Biology and Intent
Let's talk more about biology because now it gets a little more complex. There is an
intermingling of the 3D and the quantum that we wish to describe to you now. It's
something that is new, for the vibration of this planet and of humanity, especially of those
who are working with the light, is creating a new tool set. You're going to start to see it and
it's going to be visible through examination of the 3D chemistry of DNA, even at the 3D
level.
Science is now looking at what they call markers in the protein-encoded DNA, which
creates the Human genes. These markers, as they are described by science, are those
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that are the pieces and parts that would indicate predispositions - attributes that might
weaken certain cells so that later in life they would allow disease, such as cancer. They're
starting to see these markers, perhaps in certain families where mothers and daughters
and their daughters and their daughters all had the same kind of disease. They're starting
to see the genetic markers that create predisposed weakness.
Let's talk about the markers, for this is the first time we have disclosed this. First the
premise: For years we have told you that your intent to talk to your cellular structure has
power. This intent is your communication to the DNA field to alter something within the 3D
cellular structure. You might say it's your own interdimensional "voice" giving instructions to
the quantum part of your DNA, which then results in the actual chemical changes that are
occurring in the codes within your 3D genome. But now the results are going to be seen,
and you can begin by removing the markers, and when you do, they stay removed. This
means that something quantum you do today can change the chemistry of your geneproducing DNA so greatly that it will NOT be passed to your children. You can break the
chain.
Blessed are the Human Beings who realize that as they purify their lives with the light of
the Creator, it will affect the biology of the protein-encoded parts. You can erase the
markers. It's one of the first times that the 3D has intermingled with the quantum so that
science can someday look at the same Human Being over time, knowing that DNA never
changes... yet it did! It's yours and it's unique and you changed it. There will be no answer
for them, but the 3D facts will show it, that you eliminated the marker.
The joy of this and the beauty of this is that the lineage of the young women who do this
will be shown, for their daughters will not have the disease, nor will the daughters of their
daughters. It's a new gift and reflects the power of the times. Can you really change those
who are your children-to-be? Indeed!
I know what you are thinking. The crowd who sits here says, "Well, it's a little late, Kryon.
I've had my children. So why do you sit here and tell me these things?" Are you not
understanding where this message is going? Are you not understanding the profundity of
what happens when old souls allow us to give this information to Earth? Do you not
understand your energy has generated the allotment of allowance for us to come in today
and give you this, so that young women and young men who are Lightworkers each will
hear it and know what it means to them? Do you understand you're your own ancestors?
Has this occurred to you? I see you as actual history, sitting in the chair, from all over the
world! That's what I wanted to tell you today.
You don't each have one name to me. I don't even see the gender that you are. I see you
in a quantum state and that's why it's so profound that you would let us come in and visit
you in this fashion. The woman sits in the chair in front of me. She has no idea the warrior
she's been, or how big she was when she was a man. Yet she carries around with her the
feeling of the warrior and she knows she's strong. I look at the big, burly man and I see the
mother toiling with all those children and the man knows it. He can feel it. He's sensitive
and can actually feel the love of a mother. Who is it he used to be? And how has it affected
him today?
Old soul, it's affected you today because every single lifetime gives you layer upon layer of
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wisdom. It has brought you to the chair today or reading this today. For this is the lifetime
where you have awakened and realized there is more, a lot more. It brings you as a seeker
to a place where you can say, "What can I do for myself and the earth?"
I'll tell you what you can do. You can become compassionate on this planet. You can walk
around and show your light on this planet. You can change the markers in your own DNA!
Think of who's listening to this message and what it might mean to their children and their
children's children. These are the tools we spoke of so long ago, and the proof will come
down the line of the reality of this message.
All of this that I have told you today is correct and real, and will be seen naturally in its own
way. But I wanted you to know the sacredness that is here within a structure you thought
was only chemical based. DNA is far larger and more sacred than anyone has ever
imagined.
So what are you going to do with this information? Why don't you walk out of this place
different than you came in, feeling a little more enabled? Perhaps you will feel a little better
about the possibilities before you? Perhaps you might even know that what happened
today is real.
And so it is.
KRYON
http://www.kryon.com/k_channel10_melbourne_1.html
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LIVE KRYON CHANNELLING "The History of DNA and the Human Race"
By Kryon via Lee Caroll
May 14, 2010

This live channelling was Given in Portland, Oregon
August 29, 2009
The information below is free and available for you to print out, copy and distribute
as you wish. Its Copyright, however, prohibits sale in any form except by the
publisher
To help the reader, this channelling has been rechannelled [by Lee and Kryon] and
added onto, to provide even clearer understanding. Often what happens live has
implied energy within it, which carries a kind of communication that the printed
page does not. So enjoy this enhanced message given in Portland, Oregon.
Greetings, dear ones, I am Kryon of Magnetic Service.
We would give anything to void the rules of free choice, to show ourselves in a way that
would allow proof that we’re actually here. But on this planet of free choice, it is you who
must open that door to us. We stand like the angels we are in your lives, walking the whole
duration with you. At the point in which you are born on this planet, the angels surround the
area of your birth, then they stay with you until your last breath. In those beginning weeks,
you might see the infant with wide eyes actually looking at the angels! The infant will point,
or sometimes even smile at them, even at two or three weeks old, because the infant
recognizes us. All of you did it, indeed, in those early days where there is so much change
and so much to get used to being so fresh out of the womb, the angels are a comfort to the
infant. Do you remember? [Kryon smile] Then slowly that reality slips from you. Slowly. But
many of you have seen it when the infant looks into what you call empty space and is
pleased with what he sees.
These are the same angels who are with you now. They don’t age, you know? But you do.
They have been with you all your lives; they walk beside you; they came in with you; they’ll
leave with you. And if you never speak to them, they will say nothing. For that is the
agreement. But oh, dear Human Beings, if you just give us one little space of intent, and
you say, “Dear God, show me that I’m loved,” you open the floodgate. For this is when we
enter your lives to the degree you will allow us. This is when we will give you what you ask
for, beginning the synchronicity, the teaching, the hand-holding, and the end of feeling all
alone. This is when we fill you up to such a degree that you will not be concerned with
disease or age or drama. And all you will see is the promise of who you are. This has
always been the way of it since the day we began, for our job is to allow awareness that
you are part of us.
The message is sacred
There are still those who wonder about this process of channelling. It works best when the
channeller is clear. It works when the bias of being a singular Human is set aside. It is the
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way of it and has always been the way of it. All scripture on the planet has been written by
Humans. Take a look at how this works, Human Being, for you, by yourselves, are
responsible for all the prophecy and all the good things that you would find in those words
that comfort you, that you say are from God. And so it is again that we come before you
with information that is given in this sacred, ancient way.
The information given this evening for those who are in the room is given in what you
would call real time. Those who are listening and hearing in what these sitting here call
their future know how this works. However, this linear track of time is not our reality. We
are quantum, so therefore we can see the potential of who is looking at this page, even
though it hasn’t happened yet for those who sit in front of me. What it means is that the
message, although all about history, is still a personal one and we invite you to feel the
ancient truth of it, for we know whose eyes are on the page.
All of the information I give now has at some point been given in the last 20 years within
the Kryon channelling. But we have never given you this synopsis, for we are starting to
summarize subjects for simplicity, for clarity, so that they begin to be less obtuse and more
present in your reality. Plain speaking and plain words are what clear channelling is able to
bring you.
The information of today’s teaching
This is the gift to us, that you would sit and let us wash your feet. And while my partner
gives you information, the third language will be present in all the hearts here. Some of
those who are listening and reading in your future will be touched as well. For we know
who you are as your ears hear these words, for we see you there. We see your faces and
we see the light that you have as well. It is no accident that with free choice you are willing
to have this communication enter your lives this day.
Let the information given today be passed to many. This information we give now is about
the lineage of DNA… from the start of DNA to the present. We will speak of the way it
occurred on the planet, the way it works, the way it changed, and the things that you need
to know around it in this new energy to get you to the place where you can begin to use it
as it was designed.
In this teaching, we must start where my partner started even today in his lecture series.
For much of what he taught in these last hours is going to be covered here. However, for
those who are just joining us through transcription, we will start at the beginning… such is
the way you live in a linear world. We start with history of DNA and humanity.
What’s all this about DNA?
The question has been asked, “Kryon, why is it you speak so much of DNA? It is a
biological attribute of the Human body. It is the blueprint for the Human genome. It writes
the chemistry for all of the genes, over 30,000 of them. But why would you speak of this?
You don’t speak of molecular substances or chemistry, so why would you speak of DNA?
Instead, speak to us about spiritual things.”
The above criticism has been spoken by many. They have a strong spiritual quest, but
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their disappointment is seen and they don’t understand why we speak of DNA, seemingly a
physical attribute of the Human. So let me finally explain, dear ones, if you are one of
those, that it is time to reveal your DNA for what it is.
DNA is the core element of who you are, both physically and spiritually. If you had to
choose a place where the Higher-Self dwells, it’s in your DNA. The Akashic Record, that
blueprint of everything you ever were, is in the DNA. All of the lifetimes, all of your spiritual
growth, all of your talents over eons of your lives, is there. The karma that you came in with
and that many of you have dismissed is there. The record of that enlightened action is
there.
Your Human spiritual history is there, written in the quantum parts. Some of you
understand this to the degree that you know you were Lemurian. If you feel this way, you
know the incredible profundity of what’s inside you. That is the reason we speak of these
things. It’s very hard for a Human to believe this, for it means that much of what you have
felt was “outside of yourself” is actually inside. But this follows the teaching of the masters,
and of Kryon, that you are a piece of the creator, and the processes of mastery are within
you.
The science of DNA
It has only been in the last few years that science has given you the proof of what we are
going to speak of now. We have alluded to this in the past and now we’ll just say it straight
out so that there is no mystery about what science is puzzling over: Your DNA is over three
billion chemicals strong. Each molecule of DNA, which is a loop, has over three billions
chemicals within it. It is a molecule so small that you need an electron microscope to see it.
The Human Genome Project, a scientific endeavor, has revealed a mystery: Only 3% of
the DNA chemistry does anything! We speak of the protein-encoded portion of the DNA
parts. It alone produces over 30,000 Human genes. These genes are the blueprint of life
that you were looking for. But only 3% of DNA is the entire gene-producing scenario. Three
percent does it all, everything the project was looking for. Over 90% of the chemistry of
observed DNA, therefore, is a mystery, for it seems to have no function that is obvious.
There is no observable system, symmetry, or biological purpose seen within the 90% of
the chemistry. It has no chemical codes as the protein-encoded parts do. It seems random
in nature, and some have even called it “junk DNA.”
Some biologists are convinced that this part of DNA is left over chemistry from the
evolutionary process and is no longer used by the Human Being. There is no code, and it
seems to do nothing. Therefore, the tendency is to ignore it. It’s useless.
----------A group of ancients makes an astounding discovery: Left on the beach by a time traveler is
an amazing wireless stereo system. The small, efficient speakers are pumping out the
most amazing rhythms, and the men are mesmerized by it all. They don’t dare touch it, but
they sit and enjoy the music, not understanding how it is being produced or anything about
the gleaming equipment before them.
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After many days, they begin to look deeper into the seeming magic of it all. They are
curious, for curiosity is the main trait of the Human Being. They begin to analyze it. They
look it over, again, not daring to touch it, and the elders finally announce to all that they
have figured it out.
They see the CD player, the main amplifiers, and the processors that are sitting with the
speakers... lots of equipment. The speakers, however, are where the audio is coming from,
and so it is the speakers that are seemingly doing all the work.
The tribe comes together and they announce their findings: Advanced space creatures
have landed and left some of their equipment. The wise men of the tribe can’t figure out
what everything does, but two small items are responsible for the wonderful music they are
hearing. The rest of the equipment is a mystery, and must simply be space junk that isn’t
related to the music.
----------The parable speaks for itself. What is not understood as “part of the whole” is discarded
due to ignorance. Hidden within this example is even more than you think. It’s not just the
incredible technology to play the music that is not seen. What about the creation and
composition of the music? What about those who recorded it, and the incredible resources
that went into even getting it to the CD player? What about the history of music itself, and
the evolvement of rhythms over the centuries? There is a giant, intellectual secret hiding in
the sand before them and they only see the speakers, since that is the only thing “making
noise.”
Evolution and what you call Mother Nature (Gaia) work together and are very efficient
when it comes to Human biology and to life in general. Whether it’s the appearance of
photosynthesis at just the right time on the planet, or the way the Human genome has
evolved, the system throws away things that are not needed. The 90% of DNA that is not
understood is not junk. Hardly! Instead it is the processor and the instructions driving the
part that is understood. It is processing the music that is being played by the 3%.
I will tell you what it is specifically, and in the revelation yet again I want you to ponder
what it could mean to you personally. Ninety percent of your DNA is literally the quantum
blueprint of your divinity. It is the blueprint of your Akash. It is the record of all lifetimes, all
things accomplished, all growth, all epiphany, and all failure. For those of you who called
yourselves Lemurians, it represents a vast amount of experience on the planet, all the way
from the beginning, which we are going to speak of.
Things in a quantum state are not logical in 3D. Quantum physics makes very little sense
to the linear thinker, and you are linear. Therefore, the “bias” you carry is this very fact:
That your reality is based in only a few of the dimensions that the Universe enjoys. Until
the “rest of the picture” reveals itself, most likely due to your scientific quests, you will only
see the limited reality you sit within. Things outside of 3D will remain a mystery, seemingly
to be random and chaotic instead of logical and systematic. Your DNA carries with it
your spiritual blueprint, and all the instructions for who you are. All of that is in the
90%, which is quantum.
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Therefore, the discussion of DNA is the discussion of your creation, your Akashic
record, and your spiritual lineage. This is why we are concentrating on it.
Human consciousness… 3D?
It’s time to connect these things and think about the bigger picture: Within that 90% of
quantum DNA is Human consciousness. The consciousness of humanity is not
measureable with codes and genes. It is outside the purview of chemistry and continues to
be something that science sees as a mysterious result of how biology comes together…
again, there is no understanding of what creates the “whole Human.” Within Human
consciousness there is your ability to talk to DNA, to control it, to work with it, and to
become part of it. This is what we have taught from the beginning. Therefore, one of the
largest secrets of your own reality is your ability to be in charge of your own body and its
basic functions.
Now, according to new science, even some of the processes of the planet itself are seen to
be affected by Human thought. Are you starting to get the picture? The 90% of your DNA
may actually be part of something larger than your own personal biology.
One of the first things we ever told you is that consciousness moves the earth.
Consciousness is what is responsible for the vibration of the planet, and you have always
been able to change what you have thought was something unrelated to you… the reality
of what happens on your planet. When you begin to understand this truth, you will
absolutely understand that Gaia responds to YOU!
So, these are the workings of it, spoken in a clear fashion. It’s only because of the
development of the Human genome and the revelation of the 90%, which seems to do
nothing, that allows us to speak of what it really does. It’s going to make sense to science
at some point in time. The hint: When they take a look at that 90% and they begin to study
it as non-coded engrams, they will begin to see that the largest part of DNA is really signal
modifiers to the 3%, which is the engine that drives the biology of the Human body.
The puzzle of the Human body’s weakness
One month ago we spoke of this issue: Here you are at the top of the DNA evolutionary
ladder on planet Earth, and you have a system that is weak… far weaker than you would
expect it to be. This is a review.
Your cellular structure does not represent what was given to you originally. Rather than
evolving, the quantum portion of your DNA has devolved in response to Human
consciousness (the driver of your reality). The fact is that your immune system doesn’t
work very well! Many major diseases and viruses on the planet go right around it. Did you
notice? You can’t even stop a common cold.
There’s a problem here, you might say, and there is! For the 90% of your DNA that’s
supposed to be quantum is only 30% efficient. We gave you that information some time
ago, but for this lesson, I give you it again so that the logic of this teaching is succinct.
Briefly, I’ll say this: How does it make you feel to know that you could have cancer in your
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system and your body will never tell you? You’ve got to go to a medical expert and have a
technical test to find out what your body is doing! What kind of a system is that? The selfdiagnostics that have been built into the Human Being simply don’t work well. Cancer is
the result of an incompatibility of the Human body to cope with modern food. The result
creates signals that are not congruent with how the body is supposed to work… balanced
division of cells in a manner that is balanced with the chemistry of what it takes in as food.
Instead, the body produces abnormal growth… tumors that eventually devour the entire
organism.
Cancer is not a virus, and it isn’t contagious. Instead, it’s an imbalance… an allergy
to modern society. The body’s immune system isn’t really involved at all, for cancer
appears to all the body’s defenses as normal cells doing what they always do. They
are not, for they are specifically cancerous, but they have “learned” to hide within
cellular structure. A quantum consciousness creates a system of “knowing” that
alerts the body to imbalance. The result is that you would know right away that there
was a problem, but you don’t since the system isn’t working as designed.
Another attribute of quantum DNA behaving as it should is the creation of a much, much
longer Human life span. The body doesn’t want to age! It wants to live! This is basic
survival, so it is able, through an intuitive process, to create an intelligent scenario
regarding the division of cells. Without this quantum enhancement, the body’s cellular
clock simply counts days and goes with the cycle of the moon. It doesn’t know any better.
It’s not working as designed.
Some of the ancients, indeed, lived lifetimes two and three times as long as yours. It
depended on where they were and how much of the quantumness they had lost. Know
this: The eventual successful life extension processes being developed on this planet will
all have one thing in common… the increased signals to the DNA to return to a more
quantum state. You call it “activating the DNA.”
A quantum consciousness is one that is “one with everything” and would absolutely know if
cells were running wild and inappropriate growth was threatening health. But your immune
system won’t alert you. Something is broken, but you have grown up in this reality, so the
logic of what I’m saying escapes you. If you spend enough time hanging upside down,
soon your body will object to walking or the whole idea of it. Eventually, everyone simply
hangs upside down and starves, having forgotten how to walk. Walking is something that
only the masters could do, or so the thought develops. Therefore, nobody walks. This is
simply the way Human reality develops over time, and this is what we are challenging daily
in this new energy.
When nerves are severed in your spinal cord, there’s a chemistry that races to that
area and keeps them from growing back together. Did you know that? The process
itself is known by science and even has a name! It’s just the opposite of what you
want, and seems contrary to the logic of how a body should work. Something is
broken.
Starfish can grow back an arm, and you can’t. How does that feel, being at the top of
the evolutionary ladder? All of this because the “blueprint” that creates the genes is
not functioning as designed.
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But it used to…
Let me take you back to the beginning.
The creation of your quantumness… the creator in you
Here it is, laid out so that anyone can see it and hear it and all of the attributes of it you
need to hear, in plain language. One hundred thousand years ago, there were up to 17
kinds of Human Beings in development. Just like the variety of nature would call for
regarding some of the other animals and mammals, there was the built-in variety that Gaia
provides for in the survival of a species. Just as there are dozens of kinds of monkeys, and
a tremendous variety in so many other animals on the planet, a variety of humans was also
in progress. But if you noticed, there is only one kind of Human today. Oh, there are
different colors and a variety of facial attributes, but only one kind. There is not the typical
kind of differences you find in nature. You don’t have the kinds with tails, and the ones
without. You don’t have the super small, hairy ones in one continent next to the super tall,
spotted ones in another. Something happened.
Go back with me 100,000 years and you’ll see that documented by science who
discovered this anomaly within the last decade. They are seeing the same thing.
Counterintuitive to all biological evolutionary forces, something happened to create only
one kind of Human Being, and it happened about 100,000 years ago.
Now be prepared, for some of you hearing and reading this are not going to like it. This
was the lecture of today by my partner, and I’m going to give it to you again for those
whose eyes are on the page, or ears are listening to this transcription. Listen: A beautiful
thing happened… beautiful! Something happened by design, and you were waiting for it
with me, when you were creating the planet, dear ones. When you were with me watching
it cool down, you knew this would happen. A divine plan was in progress.
In your own galaxy, called The Milky Way, you have a cluster of stars called the Seven
Sisters. It represents seven stars, one of whom has a planetary arrangement around it.
You have called this arrangement and those coming from this solar system the Pleiadians.
These are the ones who visited Earth 100,000 years ago, and it didn’t take them very long
to get here.
This Humanoid race is semi-quantum, just like you. That is to say that within their
consciousness there is a meld of 3D and quantum. There is no time; there is no space;
there is no distance. They willed themselves here and they appeared. It is an advanced
race that is spiritual, and it is spiritually graduate in nature. This isn’t going to make sense
to you, since it’s out of the spiritual system you think is real. So let’s just say that their
spirituality is mature, beautiful, and totally appropriate. They arrived on schedule, by
design, and on purpose.
They came to plant the seeds of quantum, divine DNA within one of the types of Human
Being of the 17 types in development on Earth. They stayed for as long as it took. You
should know that this took over 100,000 years, and they stayed. Slowly, all of the other
kinds of Human Beings dropped away, and only one was left… the kind with the seeds of
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the creator. The kind that exists today.
This is the original and divine creation story given to you on purpose in a beautiful way by
Spirit. It was an anointed time and I would like to tell you, souls who are here, that long
before Lemuria, when you looked upon this potential scenario, you knew it was good.
Intuitively, you feel it and know it, for you are firmly related to those in another star system
who gave you this great gift.
The Pleiadian brothers and sisters look like you. They do not have lizard skins; they
do not have strange arms and legs, funny eyes or large heads. They have no agenda
and are not controlling Human thought. They’re a bit taller, but they look like you!
There’ll come a day, when it’s proper and correct and appropriate, when they will
show themselves. It won’t be in your lifetime, [?1?] for they are waiting for a specific
vibration on the planet for that. But when arrive to greet you, they’re going to get out of
their crafts and look just like you! Then you will know that what I say here is accurate and
true for they are watching as I give this message, and are smiling with the appropriateness
of delivering it to those who need to hear it this way.
Listen to me: There is no conspiracy here. No one did anything to Earth or to humanity that
you didn’t plan. There is no control issue here and nothing is hiding. By design and on
purpose Spirit allowed them, by invitation, to come and give you this gift. The only planet of
free choice moved from the Pleiadians system to this solar system and literally to the earth.
Biological beings slowly gained their quantum DNA and spiritually was born. Nothing
happens fast with God, did you notice? God is slow and the earth is patient. But Humans
have trouble with the “slow” concept. They want spiritual things to happen quickly, and the
mythology shows this.
It’s controversial, this information, and those listening and reading now don’t have to
believe it. This information is not critical to having your light shine on Earth. If it does not
ring true to your soul, then pass it by. But understand that somehow there is God in
you. Perhaps it isn’t necessary for you to know how, but feel the creator at work in your
DNA.
The controversy will rage, and it should not be forced on anyone. It is not evangelical, and
it is only for you to see it as a part of the big picture. But this is where your seed biology
came from and I have just given you truth.
Oddly enough, there will still be those who wish to go with the mythology that God came to
the earth quickly and within a few days presented the entire spiritual system to the planet.
They really don’t want to think that the eye-rolling story of space aliens coming to Earth
has anything to do with God, or the spiritual nature of a Human Being. It’s ridiculous to
them! As my partner says, “They like their talking snake story.” Then that is what they
should have, for hidden history should not be something that keeps a Human from his faith
or takes away his belief.
Lemuria
Slowly, the first civilization on the planet was born and it was called Lemuria. Know this: It
was not an advanced civilization in the way you think about “advanced.” But they had
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something you should know about. Their quantum DNA was at 90%, not 30% as yours is
today. All the quantumness of their DNA was activated, for that is what the Pleiadians
passed on to them. Lemuria was the oldest civilization on the planet, the one that was the
most long lasting, which never saw war.
It was eventually broken up only because the oceans and seas rose. As I have described
to you before, they became a sea-faring people and scattered to the many parts of the
earth. Ironically, some made it to far away continents and science sees them as actually
starting there, instead of traveling from somewhere else.
Lemurians were the original Human society on the planet, and they were located where the
Pleiadians originally landed, on the top of the highest mountain on Earth, as measured
from the bottom to its top… currently the largest island of Hawaii, where the Lemurian
“canoes” are buried. Hawaiian elders will tell you today that this is the lineage of Hawaii,
that the Pleiadians came there, for it is what they teach as how humanity began.
Lemurians had a quantum understanding of life, and they knew in their DNA all about the
solar system. A quantum DNA, working at 90%, creates a consciousness that is one with
the universe. One of the most ancient of your spiritual beliefs on the planet asks you to be
one with everything. It’s not an accident. I’ll get to that in a moment.
The remnants of Lemuria are gone, covered by water a long time ago. You’re not going to
have proof of this, for nature has buried is completely and it is now only available to be felt
in those places that were Lemuria but never covered by water. And if any of you should
happen to go there with pure intent, the ancestors will come to you and will say, “Welcome
home.”
Here is some historical advice: Do not place so much attention on Atlantis. Atlantis was
much, much later, and there were actually three of them, and much confusion around what
was there, and what happened there. Which one do you want to talk about? Atlantis did
not play near the role that those in metaphysics and esoteric teachings wish to assign
upon it. Oh, it was important, but one of them is not ancient at all! It was so recent, off the
Greek Isles, and was even reported within the history that you see today from the Greeks.
Humans have a dramatic interest in civilizations that get destroyed quickly. It creates
further mythology, creating ideas that Atlantis was one of the most advanced civilizations.
It wasn’t. Lemuria was, but in consciousness only.
Lemuria was not an advanced technical society, for it had no technical abilities at all. Yet
they knew how to heal with magnetics. It was in their DNA, you see? It was intuitive
information. Quantum DNA produces quality intuitive information. Being one with the
Universe, they knew all about DNA. Doesn’t everyone? [Kryon smile] They even knew the
shape of it… all without a microscope. That’s what quantum DNA does.
The ancients knew!
Lemurians knew much due to the quantum DNA they carried, thanks to the Pleiadians.
They knew all about the solar system, and about the galaxy in general. They looked at the
stars and understood what was there. This created a seemingly advanced society, but
without any technical advancement as you now have.
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Long after the Lemurians were gone, thousands of years later, there is vast evidence that
ancients still had this knowledge. Today’s modern version of Human history doesn’t give
credibility to the 30,000 years of advanced humanity that were Lemurian. You barely even
see Humans existing 10,000 years ago. That will change with new discovery and time.
However, what you do see is that as little as 4,000 to 5,000 years ago, the ancients still
had knowledge of the stars… far more than you realize. Most of the ancient civilizations
of Earth knew about the Galactic Alignment that is coming in the “era of 2012.” We
have told you that this Galactic Alignment has already begun. You see it as 2012,
and we see it as 1998. Do the math with modern computers and telescopes and you
will see that 2012 is only a gross estimate from cultures without your technology. So
with this in mind, you will find that you are sitting in the energy of the Galactic
Alignment as we speak.
This alignment is a 26,000-year cycle that the ancients knew about it! How is this possible,
you might ask? For when you rewind history to only a few hundred years ago, you find
“modern science” having totally lost all this knowledge! The earth was flat, the sun went
around the earth, and almost all the intuitive knowledge of how the body worked was totally
gone.
The ancients had DNA that was working in a quantum way, as inherited from Lemuria,
without telescopes or computers. They knew. They knew about the solar system,
equinoxes, eclipses, and planetary movement. They even knew you were in a larger group
called the galaxy. So I ask you, what happened? We reveal the obvious, that you slid
backwards in a very significant way, and only recently.
When we speak this way, there are always those who want to believe that some force
other than humanity was responsible for “taking your knowledge away” and leaving you
wounded. This is the Human Being denying that they control the vibration of Earth. Free
choice is honored by Spirit, and the whole idea of you being here is to examine where this
planet will go depending on what Humans do. The splitting of Lemuria and the fragmenting
of Human society created many ways to lose what was a collective consciousness. As long
as the societies had a quantum community, there was a confluence of understanding.
When they split up, slowly, over time, the most intuitive knowledge accepted for centuries
simply died. If you doubt that, then how do you explain that the ancients knew what only
“modern astronomy” has given you in the last few years?
This is the process where the DNA that used to be at a 90% level was slowly reduced to
30%. Indeed, that’s what you have today. You have literally started over. You lost the
quantum intuitive knowledge, that intuition, the absolute understanding of where your seed
came from, how the body works, and the Pleiadian experience was gone… lost.
Humans forgot basic astronomy, and they didn’t even think the earth was a globe. All this
wonderful intuition went away about the working of the Universe and the Human DNA.
Now you have a shift at hand, and you are slowly pulling yourself up from where you are
today. I’m going to tell you what is different today, and with it, we are almost complete.
The great shift
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The lineage and history of DNA started from a precious creation that was appropriate, with
the integrity of the angelic realm, and anointed with a sacred purpose. Through free
choice, it declined as Humans accepted a lower consciousness state. Mythology is filled
with dramatic stories of the “fall of mankind,” but there were no devils involved, only the
process of free choice within humanity.
You sit in a shift. You sit in an age you call New Age, but it isn’t new. Instead, it is a
remembrance of the ancient knowledge, and the ways of Lemuria. It is, therefore, a return
to a Lemurian state, and it’s about time. This is what you call the new energy, and the shift
is upon you that allows for gifts to begin a slow and purposeful enhancement of
consciousness on this planet. But as we have discussed, it must start within your own
DNA.
Oh, Human Being, listen to me: This is the crux of why you’re here. It is what we teach in
this day, that the DNA, that quantum sacred part of you, is laying there ready to be
enhanced with your pure intent. All that Kryon brought in magnetic service to you was to
service this planet in a way where the magnetics could shift and communicate to your
DNA. This new communication is a result of the 1987 Harmonic Convergence and the
combination of moving into a new Gaia energy that the Galactic Alignment is creating. It
gives the potentials of a return to a state that you deserve… a Lemurian state of
awareness, a state where war is not an option and health is intuitive. The Mayans spoke of
it! This is the highest vibration that Gaia has ever seen, and you sit in the ramp-up of it all.
This was their 2012 information, and it is not taught that way by many.
Bring Human consciousness to match that vibration and your DNA will start to
increase in its efficiency. It will begin to be quantum again. You’re going to start to
see it in many ways and we’ve spoken of this as well. Look for the signs that
Humans are evolving. This evolvement process is starting with what you have called
the Indigo children. These children of new consciousness are very different, did you
notice? It’s all about how much of the quantum DNA they are using, in contrast to
how linear you are! The clash between the quantum and the linear has only just
begun! If you think there are issues now with the new children, just wait until they
have their children! Humans are changing.
Within this “New Age,” you are potentially bringing back an original energy, slowly, that
was designed for today. It is time for you to return to the quantum state, which is the
spiritual state that the Pleiadians gave to you, and it starts now.
At the moment, you fight a battle on the earth between old and new energy and the new
energy is winning. Make no mistake that the old energy will be with you for some time. It
continues to create issues that you see as problems, but are actually a “quantum cleanup.” As you clean up your economy, and you’re not done, you will see the ways of a new
paradigm of being, of structuring, but it’s going to take some time. Do not fear what it will
do, for it will emerge just like you knew it would emerge… one of the strongest on Earth,
filled with integrity. It will potentially represent a new paradigm that makes sense for a new
age. Count on that, and Indigo adults will help you to design it. New concepts will leap over
existing thought, and bring a revolution in the way life can be on the planet.
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All this is part of a Human evolvement in consciousness that you can see in your DNA.
“Kryon, is a scientist going to be able to put this under a microscope and see it?” No.
Regardless of what you have been told, they will not see a change in DNA. The
current microscope is 3D. So I say to the scientists this: When you develop the
quantum lens, you will see it, for you will actually see the chemistry in the 90%
random areas. It will glow under the influence of the quantumness and you will
know I’m right. Then it will change colors with the activations you are creating and
you will be able to see and track it. But at the moment, you have no quantum lens.
There is no device for measuring the quantumness of the Universe that exists on the
planet, but you’re getting close. And when you do, the first revelation can be seen
within your own biology. Here is another hint. Continue to examine things in an
entangled state, for this is the beginning of the true quantum state that you can alter
with 3D technology.
These are the things we wish to bring you today, and these are the things of the teaching
for the day. All through this, we’ve been hugging you. Why do we bring these things to
you? Why do we care? Because as family, you are beginning to discover a great secret…
that your core souls are related to the Universe, and that your Higher-Selves are angelic
and forever. Humanity is beginning to come full circle. Very slowly, and through the next
three lifetimes, you may actually create a new earth. These are the potentials we told you
about 20 years ago.
You wouldn’t have missed this, dear Human Being. You are reading this because of it. You
are part of the solution to peace on Earth. I know you. There will be a certain percentage of
those reading and listening who, in these next years, will come see me. There will be a
transition that is not new to you. It is a life transition that is appropriate and beautiful. For
an old soul, it’s something you’ve done many times, so many you can’t even count. And
you will come back to the planet after that, and then you will come back yet again, because
you’re not going to miss this! You’ve spent eons working on this planet, and you’re not
going to miss this.
This is the shift you have asked for, that you’ve waited for, and that you have prayed for.
Many in this room will live out their normal lives, but are coming back with a higher level of
DNA efficiency than you left with. We’ll say it again. If you wish to see Human evolution,
watch these Indigo children. For they are going to develop into an even more frustrating
group than they are now! And some of YOU will be THEM, when you return.
[Kryon smile]
I wouldn’t say these things unless they were accurate and true. See the clarity of the
channel today. Feel in your own innate sense the truth of it all. Be aware that you are
dearly loved. It is the reason we are here.
We metaphorically collect the bowls of the tears we shed in joy as we wash your feet. We
invite you in the room with us now to carry on this energy of Spirit. Let us sit with you for a
moment before you rise and leave. Let it be known that this day Spirit really was here… to
meet the brother and the sister, to wash your feet with respect, that you would let us do
such a thing as this… to be with you for an hour and to love you like we are doing.
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And now you know our secret. This entire meeting was arranged so that we could just sit
with you, and we have.
And so it is.
KRYON
http://www.kryon.com/k_channel09_portland.html
[Ron: Colour font, bolding and query in square bracket added]
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TO MOTHER EARTH, HUMANITY, AND ALL SPECIES
By Divinity thru Betts
May 19, 2010

Here is a divine message that came through me this morning/afternoon and you are
welcome to freely share it if it resonates as truth to you (which it will). It is 10 pages long in
document form so it will take a while to read it, yet well worth the read, feel it for yourself.
It came through in story form although it speaks the truth for me. Like everything else in
life, be your own authority, keep what feels right and let the rest go...Love, Betts xoxo
TO MOTHER EARTH, HUMANITY, AND ALL SPECIES
Once upon a time there was this planet...ooh and she was the most beautiful planet. Her
name was known as Gaia, or some also refer to her as Mother Earth. Now Mother Earth is
not the only planet and she knew it in her heart that she is never alone.
Mother Earth feels her connection to all the planets, all the Universes, all the Galaxies, all
the species in all of creation everywhere. Most importantly, she knows she is a part of the
Creator force from where she originated. We all originate from the Creator force so even
here on Earth, there is no such thing as separation, although we've been brainwashed to
believe so.
Just like houses are known to have value on earth, a very long time ago Mother Earth was
also seen as a valuable piece of real-estate to own and possess within our Universe.
The darkness won at that time, so for millennia now, the dark brothers and sisters, who
have been guided from their dark cosmic brothers and sisters off planet, have ruled
Humanity, all the species, and raped OUR beautiful planet for their own profit, greed and
self-serving purposes.
The off planet cosmic dark ones are no longer permitted on the outer planetary ring and
have been replaced by the beings of light and love. Our lighted cosmic brothers and sisters
have been keeping us as safe as they were permitted, while following Universal Laws and
not interfering with humanity's free-willed choices as a whole.
BUT the dark are ignorant to the facts; they are heartless, psychopathic, satanic human
beings who are closed-off from source energy and who lie, steal, cheat, and murder for
their own personal gain. Ooh, did I forget to mention, they love murdering the most
innocent of human beings as it brings them great joy and pleasure to watch this. Your
personal extinction would be reason for them to celebrate as it lessens the world
population, which has been their main agenda all along.
We, as our humanity collective, have permitted the use of more and more chemicals in all
of the corporations of our world. These corporate entities have then gladly pumped their
toxic chemicals into OUR air, water, and ground supplies, not to mention offered them to
us as consumers, to buy to spray on our lawns, our home-grown food supplies and put in
our gas tanks and other motorized equipment.
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Over 80,000 different chemicals exist and are being used; only 200 have ever been tested
by the FDA. Four of these 200 chemicals have been found to be carcinogenic and cancer
causing in nature and still are being used today. The FDA is also controlled, owned and
operated by the Illuminati group, so it's just lip service when these corporations or
government figure-heads offer the appearance that they really care about the health and
wellness of the general populations.
The opposite is actually the truth for them, for the sicker the population gets, the more
monies and profit can be made from each individual person during their dying process. The
difference between those aligned with light and those aligned with darkness is that those of
light have a compassionate nature and a moral conscience; those of the dark ways do not.
Why would the dark ones want to create more diseases? Population reduction is number
one, for less people on the planet is much easier number for them to control. Number two
would be, they make huge profits at the expense of their human slaves' lives, by selling
them over-priced, toxic, pharmaceutical vaccines and drugs, or health care services, while
at the same time effectively brainwashing doctors and people to believe that they have the
answers to everyone's ill health.
Natural remedies are the answer to our ill health, yet this solution has not been offered to
us as a viable option as natural remedy cures cost pennies to the dollar and make no
profits. Plus, if everyone is cured, there is no more money coming in for these powerhungry, money maniacs.
Many are starting to awaken to the truth that our present medical system is not the answer,
and truly the darks' intent has never been to serve the health and wellness needs of
humanity.
These dark ones make their profits from all the "disease organizations" around the world
whose job it is to collect funds from unknowing, good-hearted people who donate for the
purpose of finding a cure.
Hmm, if we were to continue on this path, do you really feel that those who deem money
their life-force energy would ever allow a cure, or cures, to surface that would take away all
their monies and earning potentials? In addition, they already know the cures to all the
ailments as they have created these ailment potentials in the first place.
Almost all corporations, pharmaceutical companies, media, politicians, economic, financial,
military, and religious institutions in OUR world, are controlled and operated by the dark
forces. This dark master-minded agenda is all about the brain-washing and controlling of
the planet, its resources and its peoples. People are viewed as cattle to these dark ones
and that is about to change because the cattle are waking up!
Look around us and see our own lives and the lives of families and friends...Look how hard
we must work for the basic necessities, how exhausted we are, how our finances continue
to dwindle with each rising cost, how we must work longer and harder hours for those who
make the profits, etc. etc. etc. Is it really working for us and our families?
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Just look at the proof that is being shown to us about the multitude of banks going
bankrupt and then our governments deciding to bail them out using tax- payers' monies
that we haven't even earned yet. In addition, then these monies are used to bail out the
criminal banksters and pay astronomical bonuses to executives that have managed their
businesses right into the "scripted" bankruptcies in the first place.
Then there's the "taxpayers" being voted by our governments, to bail out countries in
bankruptcy and be on the life-time hook for that expenditure as well. Does debt ever really
cure debt? Eventually, debt only creates more debt and then the only solution is to release
this debt through bankruptcy and start anew by having learned the valuable lessons of
what "does not" work any longer. It's blessings in disguise really...
The only true answer is to let ALL OF THE OLD WAYS collapse and be willing to openly
embrace a whole new system ready to emerge after the removal of the dark ones. Have
faith, for it is right here waiting for the exact divine timing of implementation for the highest
and greatest good of all. The few self-appointed, pre-selected ones of the old way will
quickly experience the truth that their material wealth no longer has any value.
There are approximately 200 families on OUR planet at present that have been pulling the
strings of the rest of Humanity's lives, and raping OUR beautiful planet Mother Earth for
their own profit and greed.
This has all been done in our name, given permission to occur because of our own
ignorance and indifference to the root causes of what's REALLY been going on in our
world. It's wake-up time now! No more snooze button aloud!! No more pretending that it's
going to get better travelling down this same old, destructive road anymore!!! Look at the
oil spills, look at the earth changes, look around and start to take notice of all the things
changing...
Now it is truth that the dark ones control the masses if the masses are still "buying into"
everything that they see on the television, read in the newspapers, or read on the internet
sites that are owned and operated by the Illuminati families (that's what the 200 families
are called.)
By creating fear, the dark families have, in the past, lowered the vibrations of this planet
through its use of fear tactics and illusionary false flag attempts to justify its wars in parts of
the world that it wishes to dominate, control, rape and pillage.
People so easily give their power away to those who promise to save them from the chaos
of the world, which incidentally, has been created by those who you wish to save you (i.e.
our governments and those behind the governments that are pulling their puppet strings.)
The biggest downfall of the dark brothers and sisters is that they never considered the
possibility that their corrupt plans of world domination of OUR Mother Earth and all that
exists here would NEVER MATERIALIZE.
The dark ones never considered, or anticipated that so many would awaken to the
understanding of their dark deeds and then pray to have divine intervention. These dark
ones, in their own arrogance, never believed that anyone would hold them accountable for
their most heinous crimes against humanity, its species and OUR Mother Earth. Divine
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intervention is here now and you will see this accountability occur on the world stage
shortly.
As our creator loves all, it has offered the dark ones, on numerous occasions, opportunities
for them to come back into the light; many still have refused. There is no more time left to
wait, and the divine plan is being implemented as we speak to free all of humanity from the
dark veil it's been under for eons of time. All those who remain on the path of darkness will
lovingly be placed within the realms that most perfectly suit their present soul growth and
accountability.
OUR all-loving Creator has just now given the sounding of the TRUMPET OF TRUTH, and
all that is not the truth, never has been the truth, and has been built on the illusion of
security for us, the people, is crumbling away as we speak. DO NOT FEAR, FOR THE
CREATOR'S LIGHT WARRIERS HAVE ARRIVED AND ARE ON THE PLANET
NOW...LIGHTWORKERS, WE ARE ALL BEING CALLED TO SHINE, FOR NOW IT IS
OUR TIME!
Our financial system and money is not built on truth...our economic system in not built on
truth...our political system is not built on truth...our justifications for going to war with
countries who have done no harm, is not built on truth...the official story of 911 by the
government is not built on truth...the media does not tell the truth...the pharmaceutical
companies do not tell the truth...and the list could go on and on. DO NOT FEAR, FOR THE
CREATOR'S LIGHT WARRIERS HAVE ARRIVED AND ARE ON THE PLANET
NOW...LIGHTWORKERS, WE ARE ALL BEING CALLED TO SHINE, FOR NOW IT IS
OUR TIME!
For the new to come in, we must be willing to release the old. For many who have chosen
at soul level to awaken first, we have been made aware of this "now" moment for the
cleansing of OUR planet and the shift of our dimensional realities for many years now.
We have lovingly cleared away much of our own inner darkness so that we could more
adequately hold our own light during these greatest times of darkness now upon us. Each
and every one of us is important and we are receiving guidance on a moment to moment,
day to day basis to prepare for our final stage show.
We have prepared for years for the roles that we must now play during the "Dark Night of
the Soul" of our planet. Yet, we must also stand strong in our faith and inner knowing, that
what ALWAYS follows every "dark night of the soul" is THE LIGHT, shining more glorious,
and more beautiful than anything we've ever experienced before. Believe in the highest
good of all, and it will be so through the Universal Law of Attraction.
Mother Earth is just now starting her labour pains of birthing a whole new Earth based on
love, light, compassion, and heart energies surrounding us. Our loving Mother has allowed
us to abuse her and has tolerated it to almost the point of her own extinction. It is time for
her and all of us to rise up from our destructive ways and come more fully into our love
vibrations.
For those who choose at soul level to continue on with a very new and pristine planet
Earth, we will be greeted with this reality upon her completion of restructuring.
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Travel will no longer be limited to just anywhere here on Earth, for we are connected to all
species, in all Universes who already live in their love and light. Many will appear to be just
like you and l in our likeness. Humanity is about to take a shift from limited consciousness
to full consciousness, for those at soul level who wish to venture in this direction. This full
consciousness shift has also been called "ascension."
Cosmically, we are completing a "26,000 year Earth/Sun/Pleiadian cycle; the entire
Pleiadian system, which includes the solar ring, is at the end of a 230,000,000 year orbit
around the Galactic Centre, and the entire galaxy is at its completion of its infinitely longer
orbit around the Great Central Sun" (Quan-Yin, 1996).
What does all this mean? It means that we're about to experience a ride of our life-times
and when the Creator is involved, we can expect the best and highest outcome FOR ALL.
At soul level, many will choose to exit this planet because their soul contracts have been
fulfilled. It certainly doesn't mean that these souls will not come back to our planet Mother
Earth; it simply means that they'll come back in an upgraded and healthy form, or choose
to go elsewhere in the multi-verses to experience their ongoing soul journeys.
For those of us that love all of humanity as we feel and know the truth: "WE ARE ONE", a
multitude of "thank you" waves resonate from our hearts for the continuous prayers of
peace, love and higher understanding for all of humanity.
All are about to awaken abruptly, and for those who are prepared, we will best sail through
these changes; for those who have chosen to be that ostrich and stick their head in the
sand, they will no doubt feel the sunburns on their backsides.
The Dark brothers and sisters have done an amazing job at covering up our truest cosmic
connections, for their fears of us knowing the real truth, would then collapse their
illusionary power and control over the masses.
We have our loving cosmic brothers and sisters who have been on their space ships and
have constantly monitored our planet for more than 50 years now. There is a higher divine
plan where all people's needs will be taken care of, however, the old must be removed
from their power bases first for this to occur. The masses must awaken to THE TRUTH of
what we ALL have allowed to occur, and then be willing to embrace a whole new operating
system based in love, light, and respect for all life.
Some questions that you might wish to ask yourselves in these times of preparation are: If
money really does collapse, (which it is if you look around you), what value will it have? Is
it more important to have money or to have things like toilet paper, tooth paste, soap,
shampoo, food supplies, water, candles, batteries, lanterns, etc. etc. etc? If the electricity
goes out because no one is working, or because of land mass shifts, what will I need? If
there is no electricity, how will I get gas from the pumps for my vehicle if the pumps won't
work? Will it be safer to be in a city or a rural setting when the systems start to collapse? If
in the city, where should I go? If in the country, where should I go? What are the basic
needs that we all have on a daily basis? (Hint: food, shelter, water and fresh air) If the
grocery stores only have enough food for 72 hours max., do you have everything you need
to get you through a few weeks of living when they'll be no supplies delivered?
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As the well known saying goes: "Prepare for the worst and expect the best." If you are
prepared ahead of time, then this will minimize the panic and chaos of both yourself and
those around you. If you choose not to be prepared, then you will need to listen to your
heart and relocate to a place where your needs will be met too.
We will not be left in this state of chaos for long as it is not of the lighted ways to create
more fear, panic and chaos. Once everyone on this planet has awakened to all ways that
are not self-sustaining, then we will be placed in suspended animation (somewhat like a
pause button) so that we won't have to experience the great shifts that will occur around
us.
Once we awaken from our stasis, then what we knew of in the old ways, will no longer be
there for us, as it will be the time to recreate anew. This time, we will cooperate within
communal settings, grow our own foods, and with the help of divine intervention and their
highly advanced technology, we will build from the ground up, a self-sustaining Earth once
again. It will be an Earth where everyone and everything has equal value, is respected for
their gifts and all needed resources will be made available to us.
At this moment we wish you the best and to hold strong to your faith that a pristine,
beautiful, healed Mother Earth is awaiting us all on the other side of this dark cloud. We will
get through this together and your heart is your only truthful navigational system to listen
to.
We love you all my brothers and sisters and we look forward to seeing you on the other
side. With love in our hearts, resonating out within the vibrational sounds of love, peace,
harmony, joy, bliss, abundance, health, wealthness and all divine qualities, may you all be
well, safe, and stay in the light of the truth.
The new is upon us and will become manifested in the physical VERY soon. Until then, get
prepared, fasten your seat belts, get as comfy as you can, and watch what the Creator has
in store for the dark ones. Their time is now up!!!
Tootles for now, Love, hugs and kisses, Betts
DO NOT FEAR, FOR THE CREATOR'S LIGHT WARRIERS HAVE ARRIVED AND ARE
ON THE PLANET NOW...LIGHTWORKERS, WE ARE ALL BEING CALLED TO SHINE,
FOR NOW IT IS OUR TIME!
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Two Messages by Ray on Earth Changes
By Ray
May 21, 2010

Thu May 20, 2010 11:42 am
I'm a little hesitant to reveal this, but I have been asked too by our divine ones.
During a meditation today I felt the presence of the one I call 'Wisdom'. (That's what he
wanted me to call him because he said I'd never be able to pronounce his name.) He
wanted to relate some up coming earth changes dealing with Mother Earth's ascension.
He revealed that there was to be a very large earthquake well over a 9.0 soon. The
numbers 10.4 kept flashing in my head, but I so wanted to not believe a quake of that
magnitude. He said this quake would take place southwest of Hawaii and it would shake
the whole earth, which in turnwould cause an 8.8 in the Atlantic Ocean. That there would
be Tsunami's throughout the Pacific and the Atlantic, at the same time but that time of
waves hitting shores would allow for big evacuations to take place.
I just now asked CM if this is what he wants posted. And he gave an affirmative. And
reminded me about my doubts of future events by the remembrance of an incident that
happened back in 1980. I was having nightmares back then of crashing a helicopter into a
mountain, then more nightmares on top of that of crashing into the sea. Seven months
later I hit a mountain during whiteout conditions, and about five months later I did a ditching
in Cook Inlet. My passengers and I were rescued by the NOAA ship Rainier.
I pray for this world and thank the divine ones for our whole life experience.
Love brother Ray
Thu May 20, 2010 5:37 pm
Hello Eve,
I guess I was waiting for what I consider one of the real voices to speak before I went
further. Before I begin I just want to say that I now feel a portion of what folks like you Eve,
and Candace, Rubens, Adam, Vince, Kibo, Tanya, Hazel and others have felt being the
voice of our Divine Ones. All of you are surely a blessing to this universe.
I didn't tell all during my earlier post. Too heavy for one sitting. So, here's some more. The
big quake seemed to emanate from over by Tonga in the southwestern Pacific. I was told
or shown it came from an old fault line unknown at present. Giant waves came from this
quake that spread out its force throughout the pacific. Warnings were given for the whole
pacific coastline. A few hours later-- a large quake happens in the Atlantic Ridge which
also causes very large waves and tsunami warnings throughout the Atlantic coasts. A thirty
mile inland evacuation was mentioned or high elevation. The big Pacific quake also
spawned many other quakes around the world. I'M told--This is the Divine wakeup call for
the whole world. Many Star Fleet ships will be present to give safe harbor to those in the
most dangerous areas, but don't count on a mass decloaking all over the world. (Sorry
Kibo) There's something there about their energy vibrations only as needed before being
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shown and also secondary to our Divine Mother Earths transition. As bad as this all seems,
I'm reminded of the alternative that Earth has if it doesn't ascend with the rest of the
universes and I'm for the make-over and not a total redo.
Tonight I sense and feel a series of moderate eq's are on the way. If I'm informed more
about the big one-I'll sure post it, but I'm sure CM will tell us all when the time is right. God
Bless and may our Father have mercy upon our souls.
Ray
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"Laws and Words and War."
By Butzu (ABC123) thru George Bernard
Jun 9, 2010

WWW.CHRISTMICHAELSGLOBALSPIRITUALNETWORK.COM
SERVICESECTOR12@Yahoogroups.com
(SUPERHUMAN MINISTRY Service Sector)
1111List@1111Publishers.com
Illawarra District, Australia, May 30, 2010.
Midwayer Chief Bzutu (ABC-22).
Subject: "Laws and Words and War."
(A Private Message)
Received by George Barnard.
Bzutu: "There is nothing imperfect about the evolutionary world you humans, and we
Midwayers, live in. Nothing is progressing outside of perfect synchronization. All of the
things you dislike so much are simply meant to be. And everything that is happening to you
and those around you resonates to the precise tune of the mathematical workings of the
greater cosmos. There is purpose and genius in all there is, yes, and all this intent and
intellect serves to advance and evolve yourselves and your spirit brothers and sisters.
"If this sounds somewhat familiar to you, you may recall my telling you this in August of
1992. If not so, perhaps it is time for you to check your documentation of that period. In
any event, be aware of the fact that life needs to play out according to universal laws
all ‘set in stone' before the advent of time, and these laws do clearly resonate in the
hearts and souls of the honest, the righteous men and women. They are ignored by
those who fall by the wayside, and neither their behavior, nor their eventual demise,
is any of your present concern.
"The Creator's laws are ancient, logical, fair indisputable and absolute. It is the unenlightened mortal man who will want to scribe the words onto a clay tablet, burn such into
a hide, print them on paper, but over time put a slant on them, deviate on them to his
personal liking. And note here I used the term deviate, as in deviation, as in deviant. And
truly it is in group behavior where deviation after deviation is tolerated, seen as normal,
and where in the end major mischief may lead the masses to belatedly conclude that a
new war was long ago begun.
"You are a melting pot of credos, races, colors, genetics, and personalities, so many of
them jaded, so many of them real to only a doubtful degree. You begin life by being thrown
off at the deep end, but persist, persist, I beg of you, for you - the advanced, the clever,
and the enlightened and courageous -- will be the ones that will be counted as the
advisors of the yet-to-be-created worlds of outer space. There you will be placed
according to their needs and your experiences.
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"This is ABC-22. Be troubled no more after those (who died in the Mediterranean) for
whom we (Midwayers) cared."
© The 11:11 Progress Group.
You lit a Flame, and it will become a Raging Fire-ABC-22.
www.1111AkashicConstruct.com
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Increasing Intensity of the Chaotic Node: The Gulf of Mexico
By Hathor's thru Tom Kenyon
Jun 26, 2010
You are entering a very difficult passage in this phase of the Chaotic Node. Danger to
planetary life has been created through human arrogance, greed and stupidity. We are
speaking here of the disaster in the Gulf of Mexico. You have not been told the entire truth
about the situation by your media or by your government. The situation is dire and there
are multiple possible timelines that intersect this event.
We wish to discuss some of these, but then shift our attention to you, the individual human.
These timeline possibilities we are discussing are malleable, changeable. They are not
written in stone, as the saying goes. There are so many factors involved in the ecological
disaster unfolding in the Gulf; it is difficult to predict the actual outcome, as it will appear in
your three-dimensional reality. And as we have said before, things can radically change
even in the eleventh hour.
The oil and gas reserves that have been punctured are vast, and if it is not contained it will
unfold into several possibilities.
One of these extreme possibilities is the extinction of much (if not all) sea life in the Gulf
region and a transporting of the contaminants into the Atlantic Ocean through the Gulf
Stream to the coast of Europe, where a high level of toxicity will negatively affect ocean life
in these regions of the Atlantic. If the puncture is not sealed, pollution of the entire Atlantic
Ocean is a distinct possibility, and eventually the rest of the world's oceans will be
compromised. The further away from the Gulf region, the less toxicity there will be. But one
distinct possibility is an eventual contamination of the entire Earth's oceans.
In a worsening scenario, the methane gas, the natural gases in this field, could erupt and
break through the ocean floor creating a tsunami of immense destructive capability as well
as the release of poisonous gases into the region.
Another worse case scenario would unfold if the rift in the ocean floor were large enough to
create a tectonic shift that rises up from the Gulf into the Mississippi and into the Great
Lakes. This would be a disastrous scenario far beyond imagination.
Again, the current situation in the Gulf is a direct result of human arrogance, greed and
stupidity on the part of the corporations involved in this incident and due to governmental
negligence. The primary value that drives these corporate interests is profit, and so risks
were taken that should have never been taken had the sanctity of life been included in the
equation, but such was not the case. Sadly this is a trait of the age you are now leaving,
and you are witnessing, first hand, the defamation of the waters of the Earth by a culture
that depends upon oil and corporate interests that prevent the utilization of other
technologies, all in the name of profit.
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What will your money be worth if life is compromised? This simple intelligence test seems
to have been failed. You are literally at the brink of the collapse of the old world and a
chaotic birthing into the new.
The Chaotic Nodes are upon you in ever-increasing intensity. We view these as birth
contractions, the birthing of a new Earth. And while the birthing of the new world is
unfolding before you, if you are caught in one of the contractions it can be quite difficult.
In our opinion there is no place on Earth that will not be affected by the planetary changes,
both natural and manmade. Some areas of the world will be less intensely affected, but all
will be radically altered. Life on your planet is an interconnected web.
We advise those who are currently living in the Gulf region from twenty miles inland to the
coastline to be mentally, emotionally, and spiritually prepared. This is a time for honed
intuition and instinct. If you feel an intuition to leave the area, this will be an intelligence
test. Who will pass and who will fail is simply the impersonal force of evolution at hand.
If the Gulf incident continues without mitigation, then this will be a time of immense
challenges for the entire planet. And so even if you are not living near the Gulf, this is a
time for intuition and instinct. Our advice is to hone these abilities within you and to act on
the revelations that come to you. Each of you will be in the place, the circumstances and
the timing based upon your level of evolution and what you came to Earth to experience.
However bleak a situation may appear to you, we wish to convey clearly this message: you
are the co-creator of your reality. Move upward in consciousness, even if those around you
move downward. If the situation deteriorates it will be a difficult time, in that, mass hysteria
will increase, and you will have to find the center path, the narrow passage that leads
upward. In the past we have given suggestions on how to bootstrap your consciousness.
We won't go into those here. You may find them in the Archives.
Now is the time to step into your spiritual authority if you have not already done so. A
dividing line is being drawn by evolution. The planet is responding to human greed,
arrogance and stupidity. Gaia will survive this. It is not clear if the bulk of humanity will.
But even in the midst of this moving darkness there are exquisite opportunities to move
upward in consciousness, both as individuals and as culturally creative/cooperative human
communities.
You can also expect a continual deterioration of your financial system. The seeming
recovery was a result of propping up a house of cards, and that house is beginning to
shake again.
Our suggestion is to not be frightened by these changes that are upon you, but recognize
them as breaks in the walls of a prison that have been erected around you. Step through
the cracks into your freedom. You are creator gods and goddesses. You hold an immense
power in your hands, but you have been sleeping and unaware of the immensity that you
possess. Perhaps with this crisis in the Gulf, more of humanity will awaken and demand an
end to the old ways that threaten all life.
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The Hathors
June 23, 2010
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The Big Sqeeze
By Soltec
Jul 2, 2010

http://www.wisdomoftherays.com/10-6-27.html
Candace: I do know the channel of this piece, pretty well in fact, so do not be put off by the
fact the name is not given. New readers, if you have not discovered Wisdom of the Rays,
now is a great time to do so. www.wisdomoftherays.com . OK on with Soltec who is also a
beloved friend of mine and I have done some work with him in the past that is posted on
my site. He has helped me with a lot of geophysical questions of mine.
******************************
The Big Squeeze
6/27/10 - Ceres Anthonious "Toniose" Soltec
Good evening, my scribe. Yes, it is your longtime friend and scientific colleague, Toniose.
And yes, you have been hearing parts of this message for many days now, as certain
ones, more attuned than most to Truth, have been moved to ask you about the mess in the
Gulf. The question indeed compels the answer. Thank you for taking the time to write for
me, that we might provide insight for a wider questioning audience.
By all means, I would expect nothing less than that you demand a proper identification of
my energy, no matter how familiar my energy signature might seem: I am more formally
known as Ceres Anthonious "Toniose" Soltec. I am the Geophysical Commander of this
present Earth Transition Project. I am of the team known as the Host of God. I come in the
Radiant Light of the One who created All That Is, in service to those who seek Truth. My
domain of expertise and responsibility reaches far beyond what is known as the science of
geophysics on your planet, since your current level of understanding lacks much in the way
of appreciation for the CONSCIOUS nature of great and compassionate planetary beings
like your Mother Earth.
Many ones at various stages of spiritual awakening are asking at this time for insights
about the tragic situation unfolding in the Gulf of Mexico region of your United States. To
various degrees ones are finding that they are literally feeling the effects of this event-even
ones who, in the past at least, did not consider themselves particularly sensitive to such
occurrences. However, as you ones "on the Path" allow yourselves to become more filled
with Light, as this transitional time progresses, you will notice yourselves ever more
sensitive to everything around you until, like we from the Higher Realms, you take it as a
natural state to feel a Oneness with All That Is. As this connection intensifies, the idea of
inflicting hurt in any circumstance will become deeply repulsive-whether such concerns
little puppies or large planets, no matter how forgiving either may be by nature.
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As we of the Host have told you many times in our past messages, this is an era of The
Great Awakening and The Great Cleansing, when important lessons in spiritual growth
would play themselves out in your physical arena in an accelerated and sometimes
intensely blunt fashion. This exercise applies as much to the Dark Energies, who are
valiantly attempting to hold onto their longstanding planetary control mechanisms
(especially money and energy), as it applies to those of you operating in more of a Lighted
manner.
The more aligned with the Light you are, the more comfortable you will become as the
incoming Light continues to increase in both intensity and frequency. In response to this
present challenging environment, you have, for some time now, been constantly making
adjustments in the underlying energy structures which support and maintain your physical,
mental, and emotional bodies-especially as you shed buried emotional scars left over from
past lessons in this Earth schoolroom. Like a tennis ball thrown into a swimming pool full of
activity, you may get jostled around a lot, and temporarily even get submerged now and
then, but you'll find yourself generally floating to the water's surface, so to speak, due to
the buoyancy that results from your Light. As we have long suggested, making an effort
each day to be quiet and connect within to Source will go a long way toward bringing a
measure of balance and inner peace to offset the outer chaos that may be unfolding all
around you as matters intensify between the Light and Dark.
That outer chaos is largely the result of how the incoming Light is bothering the Dark
Energies. Like the melting of snow-men and their elaborate snow-forts as the seasons
move into the warmth of summer, these Dark ones are experiencing the gradual yet utter
dissolution of all that they have worked so diligently to achieve over many centuries of
clever manipulation of humanity. Thus you are observing (and perhaps even experiencing
firsthand through such as economic hardship) their roaring tantrums over this losing
situation.
Their anger is often vented through stepped-up manipulation of negative-impact events,
carried out mostly through various worldwide human puppetry, some of whom you
recognize as the so-called elite controllers of your planet and their international corporate
minions. These shenanigans are typically designed to generate outpourings of fear and
anger from the masses (especially hoping to pull down you highly Lighted ones) since the
more low-frequency energies they cause to be sent into the planetary ethers, the more that
helps to buy them time by keeping the "temperature" cooler in terms of the energy climate
they need to remain comfortable and effective. So the less YOU become caught up in
THEIR shenanigans (through contributing any outpourings of negative emotions), the less
they can continue to tolerate remaining around you or this planet.
My scribe had quite a laugh a few weeks ago when, in response to a friend's question, I
first shared a mental picture of where these Dark Energies and their puppetry are stuck at
this time in the unfolding events of your planetary transformation: Perhaps you have seen
comic-relief video clips on the evening news of some "unfortunate" thief, who had been
intent on robbing some closed convenience store in the middle of the night, but who had
managed to get himself royally stuck in an air-conditioning ceiling vent that was supposed
to be his clever route of entry into the store. Consider the point in his plight shortly
BEFORE he finally has to "cry uncle" and pull out his cell phone to call 911 for help; it is a
point of the most sickening frustration, then anguish, and finally, realization and
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acceptance of the inevitable. Once he makes that call his game is over, as he and his
intentions become exposed for all to see on the next day's local news.
It would be useful to keep that picture of the ill-fated thief in mind-stuck, as your expression
goes, "between a rock and a hard place"-as you watch what is going on with the extremely
toxic oil spill in the Gulf of Mexico (among other unravelings of the Dark Energy power
structure). Intense and profound spiritual lessons are underway on many levels. Let us
consider a few of the perhaps less obvious ones:
First of all, the very corporate arm of the elite who have consistently (and often ruthlessly)
suppressed, for most of the last century, all of the so-called "free-energy" modalities gifted
to your planet through various inventors, that would have rendered oil (a natural fluid of
Mother Earth's circulatory system) unnecessary ever as an energy source, are the ones
squarely and quite publicly "on trial" at the center of this mess in the Gulf. And all attempts
to soften the situation through expensive media PR campaigns have only backfired on
them.
But such "poetic justice" is hardly the end of their dilemma. Those who operate under Dark
control are never known to exercise any degree of intelligent or moral balance in their
pursuits (think, for example, Bernie Madoff), and this case is no exception.
These ones have ignored the already well known (if not publicly admitted) geophysical
dangers of deep-water, deep-well drilling, zealously tapping into levels of Mother Earth's
planetary body where tectonic plate-driven fluid pressures exceed the limits of your present
technical capabilities. For example, it does not take profound scientific genius to appreciate
how hooking up a normal-strength garden hose to your corner hydrant, that operates at
fire-hose water pressures, is going to be a recipe for uncontrollable disaster. And as many
of you intuitively suspect, much of the fallout from the Gulf oil spill (and even more
dangerous attempted fixes) has not-yet-even been revealed by your well-controlled (so far)
major news outlets. Those damning revelations will be left to their proper time in this
unfolding spiritual lesson.
So you have a situation that, on nearly all fronts, is actually beyond your present human
technology to fix. Various attempts that have been paraded on your news programs are
more like dog-and-pony shows, meant to give an illusion of engineering competency. Of
course the fervent hope is that you-the-people aren't technically savvy enough to see
through such charades, especially with the media's lapdog collusion. But while such
deceptions may buy some time, do you perhaps see a parallel between this jam and that of
the thief stuck in the air-conditioning vent?
So now I ask you a question to ponder: WHO do you suppose these stuck, oil-soaked
thieves will eventually-if begrudgingly-have to call for 911 help? Hint: It's certainly not the
first time we of the Host (and our Galactic Federation brotherhood) have been called to
respond to dangerous matters that have gotten out-of-control on your planet (think, for
example, Chernobyl). What if THIS time, when taking into account all the beautiful and
heartfelt prayers from you Lighted ones asking for our help, we decide it is better to NOT
keep our fix-it presence as cloaked as we have in so many past events? In that case your
world would never be the same again-and many of you would say: "Well, it's about time!"
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Yes, the call (911 or other) most certainly compels the answer. But what form that answer
takes is yet to unfold in the fullness of lessons of most value to the spiritual growth of all. I
leave you with more than enough to ponder for now.
I am Commander Ceres Anthonious "Toniose" Soltec of the Host of God of Light and
Creation. My duty is that of friend, teacher, and wayshower to all who search for Truth as a
path to Wisdom. Salu.
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Each of you CAN communicate with personalities in the higher realms
By by an Arch Angel by direction of Gabriel thru Brad
Jul 16, 2010

Received by Brad on July 7, 2010
There is grand and good reason for the warnings and updates given by others that have
been posted for the community. It is not so much that the prophecies or forecasts precisely
unfolded that is significant. It is significant that some are regularly communicating with the
personalities of higher dimensions. It is that they are teaching a pattern of being that will be
of EXTREME VALUE to each of you as the days unfold within your dimension.
EACH OF YOU HAS THE ABILITY TO COMMUNICATE WITH THE PERSONALITIES OF
THE HIGHER REALMS. When you read another's words that were given by a one of
higher order it is much like you watching one of your national or international news
broadcasts. You may find items of interest but, in reality, you truly cannot do much to
impact what transpires in another part of the world. It piques your curiosity but rarely stirs
you to action.
HOW MUCH BETTER FOR YOU WOULD IT BE IF YOU TUNED IN AND RECEIVED
YOUR PERSONAL DAILY UPDATES AND COUNSEL DIRECTLY?
The reality of life is that you should be in tune and pay grand attention to that which
impacts your space, your immediate locality. The posted warnings and updates were, in
part, given to bring you to the conscious awareness that some are receiving directly from
higher dimensional personalities. This gives you a pattern to follow. Certainly it is of natural
curiosity to want to know if and when a great tsunami may happen upon the shores of
Thailand but how much better for you to know of something that will transpire that has the
potential of significantly impacting you within your space?
Human language is not adequate to allow me to emphasize strongly enough just how
crucial it is for you to begin and to consistently communicate with personalities of higher
dimension ON A PERSONAL BASIS as you move through time! In so many cases your
continued physical existence will come to depend on just such communications.
I heartily encourage you not to be a one that loses your life or misses some grand
opportunity because you had not yet awakened to the reality that there are beings of
tremendous wisdom always available to commune with you and to provide wise personal
counsel far beyond any you might read on your internet or view on your earthly news
broadcast.
Possessing love for you so beyond human understanding, the Hosts of Heaven are
available in countless numbers to always assist you. They are here to provide counsel and
promptings so this wonderful plan of God's may roll forth. Your direct and immediate
participation is critical to this unfolding work.
Each of you personally knows how to go about this communication. Take a time or more
each day. Declare it in advance and make note on your personal calendars of these
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appointments. Put on your "spiritual" hat. Ask for divine communication and open to
receive. You can discern the difference between our communicating with you and
the personal voice inside your head just as you can discern the difference between
the personal voice inside your head and the voices on one of your radios. It is not
magic. It is reality. And it is a crucial step in your co-creating ventures. Human
procrastination is not divine. You will be best served to begin your personal
communications as soon as circumstances allow though certainly before this day is
concluded. Make them an important and integral part of each new day. Herein you will
discover rewards exceeding your grandest expectations.
Presented by an Arch Angel by direction of Gabriel
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Abide NOT Evil
By Andy's Higher Self
Oct 13, 2010
Andy from the Forum: I was very inspired by Hazel's recent teachings, and had some
questions to follow on myself, and went within.
**************************

There is a confusion in your world in regards to the concept of "tolerance". One must not
tolerate evil deeds passively and without action taken. This does not imply violence,
however it is not of divine accord to remain silent or still. As Hazel said, it is an aspiration
that leads to a divine goal, to allow yourself to main your calm and patience in situations
that would make you otherwise heated, annoyed or irritated. It is mastery of this that is
within the laws of creation. One can maintain calm and patience when in their presence
effecting action. This is the way of the masters. Unfortunately the lesson was poorly
received by even many of those in spiritual circles, but what is needed now is the energy
put forth by meditation. Know that if active physical participation had been taken by you
ones before things got to this point, we would not need to be here at all (Fixing it, meaning
we could've made public contact sooner). However, we are and now we do need your
energy. You are all tired and hungry, as are we. The prep work needs to be done so the
kitchen can be in service and we can get that 5D society ready :)

I AM Andy
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Updating thru Steve
By CM and Steve
Nov 29, 2010
Candace: This is thru Steve on the forum. He did pretty good with this. We hoped to have
things wrapped up enough to start the mini stasis late last week. We aren't that far off now.
A few more days. Don't worry about the ministasis in anyway. All of you who were walking
the planet in 1992 already did a ministasis!
29 Nov 2010
CM: OK, this is CM, do you believe that now?
S: Yes.
CM: Just take a quick message for the gang. Mini-stasis will be mid-week at the latest.
Some of you may be kept conscious and taken taken to ship during the mini-stasis so we
can give you a heads up on what will happen during the announcement period and how to
handle it within the particular communities that you work in.
The announcement period will last somewhere between a week and ten days. As Candace
as has mentioned, there is some impressive stuff planned. There will be appearances on
TV by a number of us that you are already familiar with. We plan to keep your
communications infrastructure intact so that everything that happens can be discussed on
the internet, and those of you who read here and are already expecting this can help out
by reassuring your online friends and communities that this is real.
Stasis proper will commence, as you have already heard, by the middle of the month.
When I said you would not see the New Year, I meant it, and your own intuition that this
would all be wrapped up by Christmas (excuse the pun) was also on the mark.
You have been worried about your friends and family, but as Candace has told you, you
should not. They are responsible for their own lives and decisions, and this is particularly
true for those that you have informed about the timetable and who have made plans
regardless. Many of you have specific missions to be performed in these last few days and
you must not let the incidental attachments you have formed during this lifetime interfere
with
those.
S: Anything else?
CM: You're getting tired and losing your confidence and your focus, that's all for now.
Hopefully you will find this process gets easier as we increase the energies and finish the
process of ridding your planet of negative influences.
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Update by CM thru Tyrion
By CM and Tyrion
Jan 23, 2011

Tyrion, time becomes shorter as you think.
Our plans unfold, even if there are/were delays within the last weeks.
Do not think we are sitting on a sofa or talking around a campfire.
There is much more to be done as you might see at the moment.
To the last 3 points on the list, one is actually completed,
the second one is close to it's end, and only the third one might take some more time now.
But please, get yourself in a state of readiness.
WE COUNT ON YOU.
AS SOON AS THINGS WILL BE CLEAR VISIBLE TO EVERYBODY,
STAND STRONG AND HOLD YOUR LIGHTS UP STRAIGHT.
THERE WILL in fact be some of you, who will play an ACTIVE part in the announcements.
YOU WILL GET INFORMED.
And by stating these words I mean people of YOU who are incarnate now.
Please listen, my children; telepathy - as you often call it - isn't as hard as it still might
seem to many of you.
You could do so many thing; talk to your guides or your guardian angel, to know already
NOW what IS or will become important for you, to be able to better stand in your shoes
when things get hot.
This actually takes place on a very personal level, and some of you are working pretty well
with it, even if more of you could do this, too.
The speech by the president will be held.
Wait for it and you shall see the truth come out.
This will still be the beginning of the end, so to speek.
WHAT I WANT ALL OF YOU TO KNOW,
THAT YOU ONES WHO STILL STAND THERE IN MY NAME,
AND HOLD UP THE TORCHES, WHICH ARE SHINING SO BRIGHT,
I SAY THANK YOU, I DO HONOR YOUR SERVICE AS MUCH AS YOU DO HONOR ME.
Now, the timeline isn't completely clear, but one or two weeks will be necessary, if there
won't be any simplifications for our work.
Nevertheless, after that we COULD be ready with everything.
Again, some of you, even Tyrion himself, don't give much on this timeframes anymore.
But though I give it to you as an personal estimation of how it could be.
AGAIN, WE DON'T 'HAVE A SECOND CHANCE.
EVERY SINGLE ACTION THAT IS DONE NOW WILL BE IMPORTANT FOR LATER ON.
SO UNDERSTAND OUR INSISTENCE THAT WORK IS DONE THOROUGH.
Enough for now, I AM ATON, Souvereign of Nebadon.
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THE MATRIX IS CRACKING
By Lady Nada and Eskay
Apr 17, 2011
BY LADY NADA THRU SHELLEE-KIM GOLD
13 April 21: 50 pm
My beloved Nada is here. And there are things I’d like to discuss with her. For starters: the
past few days/week I’ve experienced a kind of emotional ‘woodenness’ in response to
watching TV for the brief time I do. Or listening to talk radio I get a sense of something
etheric being sealed off around the programme. Or is it being sealed around me? There’s
almost a surreal sense of unreality in my interaction also with all this and the world at large.
And there’s a strong sense of what I’m calling a ‘deadness’ to structures that fuel
businesses and corporations I come into contact with. Can you comment LN?
LN: Indeed. Good evening to you, beloved one. Your life has taken on rather frenzied
dimensions which have made it difficult communicating with you of late. However, we have
continued our dialogues and planning with you during your sleep time, as mentioned to you
privately. But in answer to your query: the Matrix of your planet is cracking.
[Beloved, please try to focus this time and not let your mind go wondering off. You are
being given extra help with this issue at present. Please use it.
SK: Ok. *embarassed grin* {on my well known lack of mental focus and mental
meanderings during these telepathic sessions with light beings}]
And so you and others are perceiving the old earth and its outworn structures as literally
cracking up. In your case, it is as if this old and dying world is fast becoming the distant
dream (or nightmare). Hence your surreal feelings. While the new –not fully anchored yetis showing you increasing glimpses of itself. Is this making sense beloved?
SK: Yes. And whereas before I had a certain degree of pleasure or satisfaction by paying
attention to MSM, now it is becoming increasingly intrusive in my space. And I feel so
much better and ‘clearer ’for lessening these dependencies.
LN: Indeed (smiling). Silence from this ‘white noise’ is golden, is it not?
SK: Yes. I’m also observing people intentionally out of integrity are falling on their own
swords, so to speak- left, right and centre. It’s everywhere around me at the moment. And
the same syndrome seems to be manifesting through businesses/corporations who
operate similarly.
Can you elaborate further on the cracking Matrix?
LN: Certainly. Many in your world who have unconsciously aligned themselves with the
Matrix are to feel and are already feeling the pinch now. And we say this in no uncertain
terms or measure. The design of what is occurring with the Wave and how it penetrates
human consciousness and structure is to have profound effects on all. For the quickening
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vibrations that it brings with it can be likened to a personal, collective and planetary ‘house
cleanse’ of mammoth proportions. Of course, for you ones, this is very good in both the
short and long run.
[I’ve picked this transmission up again the next evening due to exhaustion. It’s now sunset
on April 14]
SK: Tell me more about this sense of death and decay I feel regarding the structures that
I’m interacting with.
LN: The falling and cracking of the Matrix that surrounds your consciousness and planet is
rapidly disintegrating. Always there needs to be another expression to replace that which
falls.
In the case of your growing New earth, the principles on which the new structures are
based are integrity, alignment with Creator source and a sense of brotherhood which
provokes service orientated to others. These are the principles that will be successful in
both businesses, politics, economics , your society and all else that drives your world.
This is not a speedy process, however. Although it can certainly be so at the individual
level, given the opportunity you ones have at your disposal at this time.
We would like to tell you once more to be prepared now. Things are about to change rather
dramatically and quickly. You ones will ride the Wave as you have been preparing
yourselves to do. There is nothing to fear. Particularly knowing that you, each of you, have
immense levels of protection. Many surround you at this time. It is a question of knowing,
feeling and trusting this.
And you particularly have felt this in your graveyard shifts and with the many of
questionable motive that you have been forced to interact with recently, have you not?
SK: Protection from a close head-on collision with a drunk, contact with a wanna-be rapist
and several suffering from mental disorders that could have had way more serious effects
than they did on me has bolstered my trust levels hugely. Not to mention those others of illintent that I’ve literally felt have been repelled by me and my vehicle, not wanting/unable to
come near me. And exactly as I've asked for. I’ve been driving a taxi and tour guiding
(having temporarily returned to it) for the daily cash it provides.
LN: Indeed. We have told you you have a veritable small army around you at present. We
cannot afford anything to happen to you ones. You have all been under enough duress in
your lifetimes. And this is all to fall sharply and the new is to rise rapidly.
There are many now to leave this plane and move on to the next segment of their
respective journeys. We ask you to allow these ones to leave with grace. People will
interpret this as a time of extreme darkness, yet it will also be experienced as a time of
immense and intense Light that comes to lead you ones Home.
I AM One who is of the collective you call the Magdalene Consciousness, and of which you
also are a part.
Please call upon us for our support as needed.
Lady Nada
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The Emergence of Multiple Chaotic Nodes
By Hathors and Tom Kenyon
Aug 29, 2011

A Hathor Planetary Message Through Tom Kenyon
Your planet is entering a critical transition state, characterized by a multiplicity of Chaotic
Nodes.
In our previous communications we have discussed the changes taking place on your
Earth in the context of a single Chaotic Node. But from our viewpoint, multiple Chaotic
Nodes are now emerging. These complex interacting nodes involve such things as radical
weather anomalies, increases in earthquake and volcanic activity, critical challenges to the
planet’s eco-systems, challenges to agriculture and food sources, as well as political and
economic volatility.
In addition to these planetary Chaotic Nodes, the sun of your solar system is entering a
greater level of volatility and unpredictability as well. It is entering into multiple Chaotic
Nodes itself, driven by its own internal cycles, but also greatly impacted, as we have said
in previous messages, by the galactic center.

The physical challenges you will face in the near future are many, but our message at this
time does not concern the physical dimension of these difficulties. These changes, and
their resulting challenges, will be apparent to anyone who looks beneath the surface of
current events.
Our focus in this communication is on the emotional and spiritual crisis you are facing.
When a system enters multiple Chaotic Nodes there is increased stress on those elements
or beings that reside in the vibratory level of existence where the Chaotic Nodes are taking
place.
Let us speak to this for a moment in terms other than human existence. From our
experience, other dimensions of consciousness and existence are also experiencing their
own version of multiple Chaotic Nodes. Thus, the energetic challenges you are facing are
not limited just to Earth, but extend to all dimensions of consciousness and all beings,
including non-corporeal (energy beings without bodies), who are related to Earth and this
galaxy.
But let us come down to Earth, to the nexus point of your existence in time and space.
As we said earlier, beings living in a realm of existence undergoing multiple Chaotic Nodes
will be inevitably stressed by increases in chaotic events.
As chaotic elements within planetary weather patterns increase, as challenges to
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agriculture multiply, and as economic problems grow, there will be an increase in global
human anxiety.

This type of anxiety tends to center around physical survival, and while anxiety about
survival can drive human beings into a type of madness and irrationality, there is
something more insidious and hidden in the current transition state you are now entering.

This hidden danger has to do with thought forms perpetuated by some of your major
religions and spiritual traditions. These thought forms and belief systems maintain the
notion that there is a separation between the physical and the interdimensional (spiritual)
aspects of your existence. The physical world is viewed as tainted; nature is seen as
something to be subdued and dominated (as opposed to co-creating with the natural
world), and in essence, the world is viewed as something to be escaped from.

We do not share this belief. Our experience is that consciousness is one continuum from
the highest vibrations of light into the lowest vibrations of matter and that the very atoms
and subatomic particles that comprise your world are, by their very nature, sacred—if by
sacred you mean related to the whole.
As the stresses generated by multiple Chaotic Nodes increase, there will be a tendency for
many humans to enterdelusional and dissociative states of consciousness.
Those who adhere to the thought form that there is an eternal schism between the realms
of matter and those of spirit will be most prone to this aberration in consciousness. And as
stresses increase, due to the complex interaction of multiple Chaotic Nodes, there will be a
marked tendency for some of these individuals to be separated further and further from the
realities of the physical dimension. This type of communal dissociation will be further
driven by religious and spiritual thought forms regarding “the End Times,” “the Day of
Judgment,” and the “Purification of Earth.” This delusional state of mind will become a type
of collective mental/emotional virus as whole groups of individuals succumb to stress and
overwhelm as they struggle to deal with the global effects of multiple Chaotic Nodes.
Lines in the Sand
From our perspective, a line is being drawn in the sands of human consciousness. And this
line is nothing less than the demarcation between those who uphold the schism between
matter and spirit as perpetuated by the world’s major religions and those who don’t.

What side of this line you stand on will determine to a great extent what you are open to, in
terms of planetary and personal transformation.

All Initiates must determine for themselves, what is true and not true, especially when it
comes to this religiously perpetuated schism between matter and spirit. And by Initiates,
we simply mean those who strive to live upward in consciousness, regardless of the
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method or spiritual traditions they follow.
The Path of the Heart

From our perspective, the threshold for an Initiate from the lower vibrational worlds into the
upper worlds is, first and foremost, through the heart. This transit of consciousness is
essentially an inner journey from the lower chakras to the higher chakras. It is only when
an Initiate both transcends and transforms his or her personal fixation on security, sex and
power that the upward spiral opens. And the entrance into this upward spiral of
consciousness occurs when the heart chakra becomes energetically open and permeable.
The paradox and the difficulty is that you live in a dualistic universe, and virtually any
action you take is met by a counter-force. This paradox and difficulty is like a metaphorical
grain of sand in an oyster; it is irritating. But through the process of self-evolution, the
irritation (i.e. duality) becomes a pearl, and paradoxically, something of value emerges
from that which was problematic. But each Initiate must create this pearl of selftransformation for him or herself. No religion, no master, no teacher or guru can do it for
you.

It may sound too simplistic but, in our experience, the greatest evolutionary catalyst, and
the greatest vibratory field of safety to bridge transition states (such as the one you are
collectively entering), is through the heart, your heart.

Let us be more specific here. As the number of Chaotic Nodes increases, the challenges to
mental and emotional stability will multiply. And as a result, increasing numbers of
individuals will enter irrational states of consciousness. There will be a tendency for these
individuals to act out in self-destructive ways. And because you are connected to all life on
this planet, you will be affected to some extent by the emotional turmoil of others.

Thus it would be of great benefit to you as an Initiate, to cultivate a coherent emotional
state, something you return to again and again, reinforcing what we call a positive
attractor.
Then it will be as if you have an energetic bubble of coherency around you. You will be
able to see clearly and respond to the dualistic world you live in, yet your vibratory essence
will remain protected from the increasing levels of chaos and irrationality of others. How
you do this is your choice. There are many ways to accomplish this. We will simply offer
two.

The first is the most basic and fundamental but is the foundation for the more advanced.
We are well aware that many persons reading these messages are new to this type of
information, while others are very advanced, which is why we are offering two techniques.
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The Basic Technique
This first method is for those unfamiliar with the vastness of their own inner consciousness.
It is simple but highly effective.
We recommend you regularly cultivate this coherent state in the garden of your mind.

To accomplish this, you simply reside in the feelings of appreciation or gratitude, without
any reason to do so. In other words, you are not looking to something in your environment
or your life to feel appreciation or gratitude for. You simply enter into this vibratory state for
no other reason other than choosing to do so.

This vibratory state creates a coherency in your body and mind, and it is a type of
mental/emotional upliftmentthat acts as a counter-balance to the downward spiral many
humans will be experiencing.
We recommend that you enter this emotional state several times a day. Just a minute or
two is all that is needed, but by entering into this vibratory state throughout the day, you
train your brain/mind/body to enter into a coherent state at will. And this will be a very
helpful and important mind-skill as you enter further into this planetary transition state (i.e.
the emergence of multiple Chaotic Nodes).

One reason we say that this mind-skill will be helpful to you is due to the inherent effects of
multiple Chaotic Nodes.

Many of you will find greater opportunities for frustration in your daily life. This is because
actions taken will increasingly not lead to the result anticipated. Even those of you who are
intellectually gifted and masters of manifestation may find blocks and unanticipated
hindrances, due to no causation on your part, but rather due to the actions or inactions of
others, as well as unanticipated problems caused by the increase of chaotic events in the
world around you. Thus, when you find yourself at your wit’s end, so to speak, if you have
cultivated the positive attractor of appreciation or gratitude you can use it to intervene into
your own emotional turmoil, for if you succumb to your own emotional stress the contagion
of mass hysteria is more likely to reach you.
Think of this simple technique as a lifesaver. It’s something passive, you just rest in it, and
it creates a vibratory field that by its very nature protects your emotional and spiritual
essence.

The Advanced Technique
The second technique we wish to share is for those of you who are more experienced with
your inner worlds.
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We discussed the first part of this method in a previous message called Ecstasy and the
Heart.

The technique involves focusing on the physical heart, not the heart chakra, and while
focusing your attention on the physical heart you enter into the state of appreciation or
gratitude (just as with the simple method we gave earlier).
The effect of holding your awareness in the physical heart while experiencing appreciation
or gratitude creates bliss or ecstasy if you hold the two together long enough.
Once you enter bliss or ecstasy you become aware of the space between the atoms of
your body and your environment. This is a shift of mental attention and is based on the
quantum reality that physical matter is over 99% space.
Obviously, you do not perceive this space between the atoms of your body and your
immediate environment through your physical senses due to the limitations of your nervous
system. But the non-local aspect of your consciousness that is unfettered by the limitations
of your physical reality can experience this space.
The final stage of this technique involves a shifting of attention. As you become aware of
this space in your body and the space around you, you perform a paradoxical feat of
consciousness. You send the appreciation and gratitude you are experiencing, both to the
space within your body and to the space around you, as well to the particles of matter that
comprise your body and the world around you.
This “holding” of both space and matter in the vibratory realm of appreciation or gratitude
will eventually reveal your nature as both an embodied and un-embodied being—as a
being living through a physical body or form and simultaneously as a consciousness
unbounded by form. If you persist with this method, it will eventually open a miraculous
doorway for you, a doorway that leads to profound insights regarding the nature of
ascension.
In regard to choosing which method to use, we suggest you begin where you are.
The first method, though simple, is highly effective at protecting you from the contagion of
human irrationality and will lift you upward into the currents of the upward spiral, even as
those around you spiral downward.
When you feel you are ready, you can explore the advanced method. This is not a
marathon race to see who can get to the advanced method the quickest.
The only thing that is required is that you reside in appreciation or gratitude as often as
possible without causation. This simple vibratory realm will be a great ally to you as you
pass through the current planetary transition state.
Another ally to you in this transition is a meditation we gave in one of our previous
communications. We call it The Crystal Palace Within, and we encourage you to
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experiment with it. If it speaks to you, use it often for it connects you to the wisdom of Gaia
(Earth) and enlivens a central conduit for the higher realms of your existence known to
your science as your pineal gland and known to us as the jewel in the head.
For those of you planning to join us for the World Meditation on November 11th of this year
(11/11/11), we ask that you work with The Crystal Palace Meditation as often as is
convenient, to prepare you for the next Dimensional Attunement, which will be used during
the World Meditation.
This Dimensional Attunement will be a sound meditation created to transmit light into the
pituitary gland, the master regulator of your endocrine system. We will be giving
instructions on how to use this sound meditation on your own and for use during the world
meditation on 11/11/11.
We will post the Pituitary Dimensional Attunement (sound meditation) in the Sound Gifts
section of the website at the end of September or the beginning of October.
Summary
As we said at the beginning of this message, you are entering a critical transition state. For
those unfamiliar with our previous message entitled Transition States of Consciousness,
we strongly suggest that you take a look at this communication.
Your Earth is entering a perilous period in its upward movement. Many aspects of your
reality will be changing right before your eyes, more rapidly than you could ever have
imagined.
Due to the acceleration of time, the transformation of your civilization will increase
exponentially. Your word “transformation” literally means moving beyond form, thus the
structures of your reality (meaning the thought forms and beliefs as well as the external
realities of your life) will be undergoing rapid change.
A greater fluidity of consciousness is required. Protection of your vibratory essence is vital.
You are entering harrowing times and yet in this complexity there are immense
opportunities for your own personal evolution.
We believe that there will be a greater polarization between people as the Chaotic Nodes
increase in number and intensity. And yet even in the midst of that polarization, if your
heart/mind is open you will have moments of deep communion with others, even strangers,
whenever you look into the eyes of another human being who recognizes the sacredness
of this moment, the sacredness of life, and the sacredness of this Earth.
Our thoughts and blessings are with you.

The Hathors
August 12, 2011
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If you would like to read Tom's Thoughts and Observations, click linkand scroll
downhttp://tomkenyon.com/the-emergence-of-multiple-chaotic-nodes

Here are two links to our website that you may find helpful in regards to this latest Hathor
message.
Both links are mp3 audio files, and are in the Sound Gifts section of our
website: www.tomkenyon.com. If you are reading this online, clicking on the links below
will take you to the Listening Agreement. If you agree with the terms, click on I agree with
the terms and conditions statement at the bottom of the page. You will then be given
access to all the audio files currently being offered in the Sound Gifts section.
Cats and Dogs; Appreciation or Gratitude
http://tomkenyon.com/sound-gifts
The Crystal Palace Within: An Energy Meditation
http://tomkenyon.com/sound-gifts
Note: Be sure to read the written description of the meditation. The link to this is in the
body of the description before you get to the link at the bottom of the page that takes you
the actual audio file.

Note: This material is protected under International Copyright. You may make copies of
this Hathor message, but not the audio files from the Sound Gifts section. You may present
this Hathor message in any media you wish so long as you don’t charge for it, don’t
change it in any way, credit the author and include this entire copyright
notice. www.tomkenyon.com
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Keep Your Eyes On The Prize
By Soltec thru Ed Young
Sep 17, 2011

hi all, I was at Ed Youngs site today and found a new piece from Soltec on 911.
http://www.wisdomoftherays.com/11-9-11.html you know this site is good to recomment to
people who can let themselves stretch a bit but are in the early stages. the material here is
more "readable" to those minds not yet well into changes and new teachings, but will to at
least take a risk of looking.
Keep Your Eyes On The Prize
9/11/11 - Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec
Good evening my friend and thank you for hearing my signal despite the “jangle of
vibrations” in the air right now. Many ones who have awakened and now no longer believe
the official lies concerning 9/11 are resenting, ever more angrily, the stepped-up replaying
of those lies at this 10th anniversary time by a compliant media. Indeed, you chronicled
many of the lies in the months of your publication right after the event occurred. Now the
perpe-traitors worry how much longer their boat will float in an ever more turbulent sea of
growing doubt. On this front, the financial front, the health and energy fronts, and so many
others, The Big Squeeze that I alluded to in my last message (6/27/10) is now well
underway.
Indeed I shall identify myself before we proceed further with this message. Never feel it to
be an offense to any from the Higher Realms to demand such. The Dark Tricksters work
overtime these days, especially in this tenuous realm of subtle communications. I would
expect no less from you! I am known as Ceres Anthonious “Toniose” Soltec, geophysical
commander of this present Earth Transition Project, and longtime friend and scientific
colleague. I am of the Host of God, come in and of the Light of the One who created us all,
happy to be of service at this most auspicious time.
Besides all the natural adjustments being made by Mother Earth herself, great mischief is
afoot all around your planet at this time. Behold, for example, the 50+ fires that were just
ignited (and still raging) by very unusual “dry lightning” in your immediate area, literally
within a few-hour overnight window. This we are watching carefully—now on top of a
suspicious airplane crash into your local mountains, just a week earlier, that ignited 17,000
acres and set most of an entire residential community on fire (for the second year in a row)
on the other side of your town. Then there was the series of odd personal attacks during
this past week, aimed to throw you off from this writing project—and launched before you
even knew you were about to be called to duty. Yes, all around your planet ones are being
challenged in one way or another during this time of the “last hurrah” for the Dark Energies
and their remaining puppet minions.
This long-awaited upshifting of the frequency band of your planet’s energy signature
manifests outwardly in many kinds of human unrest and heightened geophysical activity.
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With our oversight and assistance, Mother Earth is constantly making adjustments and
otherwise readying herself for what you ones term Ascension. But more accurately, this
amounts to her movement back up into the higher-frequency realm wherein she once
resided before graciously offering to host, over these many past millennia, your daring
spiritual journey downward into the challenges of lower-frequency duality experience.
As we monitor the sometimes tumultuous activities of and on your planet at this time, we
hear many an anxious and sincere plea among Lightworkers for Guidance concerning how
best to be of help. It is your nature to show such high compassion and desire to be of
service. And beyond that, it is also your nature for each of you to want to challenge
yourself, perhaps even overdo things and otherwise take on more of a load than is
reasonable or healthy or balanced.
The reason for this message is to call attention to the fact that, while Mother Earth knows
exactly what she is doing at this time, we see many Lighted ones becoming overwhelmed
by unfolding events, often feeling helpless, and then distracted from what is actually most
beneficial for YOU, personally, to be doing, on a constant basis, to assist the Greater
Good. This is something that is seemingly so simple that you overlook its power—that is,
find a way, whatever it takes and no matter the circumstances, to achieve, maintain, and
radiate an attitude of Joy. Yes, so simple to state, but maybe not so simple to consistently
do, without practice.
You ones have a great cheer that goes: “Keep your eyes on the prize.” The prize is
Ascension. And Joy is a potent energy-wave that would be most wise to “surf” to surmount
being caught-up in the many distractions being engineered and thrown at you, as last-ditch
efforts by the desperate Dark Tricksters, to pull you down in frequency, into a state of fear,
seeming helplessness, and even utter despair—conditions that energetically feed the
efforts of these Dark Ones, while simultaneously disconnecting you from your Higher
Guidance and even from the kind of Common Sense that would otherwise remind you to,
say, make sure you have emergency supplies.
Many lessons are unfolding all around your world at this busy time. Trust that these are
tailored for those who need those experiences for their own chosen reasons of spiritual
growth. What YOU need to do is be cautious about vicariously taking on others’ lessons,
especially through over-indulgence in the addictive sensationalism all too often screamed
at you by your so-called news media sources. Yes, say a prayer for those you see and
hear being affected by challenges that may greatly disrupt their normal life routines, and
perhaps even help in some more direct way when and where you are truly nudged to do
so. But it would be wise to not become so fixated (“glued to the tube” as your saying goes)
on what is primarily for THEIR experiencing, that you forget to live YOUR life.
This kind of calculated, low-frequency, media bombardment—actually a subtle and
sophisticated form of mind control—has risen to epidemic proportions. Much that is of a
negative sensational nature is being trumpeted even through more trusted “alternative”
media sources that not only should know better, but were actually brought into existence to
be of positive value and responsible influence at this time. Please realize that even these
sources get off-track, driven by adrenaline and the allure of greater ratings and related
revenue rewards. So always pay attention to what your “gut radar” is telling you as you
consider the output of ANY news source, media or otherwise. Which brings me to my next
point.
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Besides efforting to not become a media junkie, please try also to avoid falling into the trap
we observe among some number of Lightworkers who focus an unhealthy degree of
attention on anxiously awaiting whatever the next channeled message, that comes across
their computer email, has to say about Big Picture events that are really OUR concern—
and may or may not ultimately be accurate for reasons of the “chess game” we play with
the Dark Energies. Now effectively sidetracked by either media scare-hype or alluring BigPicture prognostications (or both), otherwise well-intentioned Lightworkers not only get
disillusioned (“Why hasn’t such and such happened yet?!”), but more importantly, forget to
radiate Joy. Furthermore, we see many such distracted Lightworkers continue to ignore
“seemingly insignificant” matters their Unseen Guides consistently place on their doorstep
exactly for THEIR personal growth at this special time. Appreciate that whatever Big
Picture plans we have engineered must work just as well for Lightworkers too busy being
useful (maybe to even realize they’re Lightworkers), much less glued to whatever the next
grandstanding channeled message may have to say.
Over many years of public visibility in professional capacities and for us, whenever this
receiver has been asked to comment about various fear-provoking media stories, this one
is fond of impishly replying: “Well, don’t you think it possible that Beings who can create
and direct the evolution of planets and solar systems and galaxies and universes, might
just be capable of walking and chewing gum at the same time? Why would you assume
nobody’s minding the store?” In other words, the suggestion is that it would be wiser for
you ones to focus on that which is in front of YOU—the challenges and opportunities to
serve and grow spiritually that are right there on your own doorstep—rather than get too
caught up in worrying about the Big Picture of Ascension that is unfolding, truly, very well
under our direction and control. Do you really think we would, for instance, allow some
wayward asteroid to strike Earth and devastate all life onboard such an exquisite
schoolroom that we’ve been watching over for eons of time?
Might it not be more useful to pull yourself away from whatever’s being hyped on your
media or emails, and, for instance, go check on the elderly neighbor wearily dedicated to
caring for her invalid husband? Perhaps the simple act of offering fresh green beans from
your garden, along with a big smile that says you care, would bring great Joy to all
concerned. And what about taking a moment to Joyfully appreciate the miracle of Nature
that those green beans represent, and thank the unseen Nature Spirits for their help in
tending your garden. And when you walk back home, surely uplifted from such a heart-felt
visit, how does your dog greet you? With pure Joy, of course! As you learn to pay more
attention to such, you will find that you are often being gifted with Messengers of the
Divine—like that Ascension-bound pooch radiating pure Joy from head to tail.
My point here is simply to remind you, at this time when so much can seem chaotic and
senseless, that “keeping your eyes on the prize”—that is, working to radiate an attitude of
Joy—is the single most important thing YOU can do, energetically speaking, to aid the
entire Ascension process. Let us sweat The Big Stuff; we really do know what we’re doing.
And if you do get away from that television or computer, and get outside more, and keep
your eyes open, you’re sure to spot some examples of our presence for yourself; neither
those fascinating cloud formations, nor those dazzling spectrum-twinkling stars on a clear
night are necessarily what they are assumed to be by the uninformed.
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So take a deep breath, relax, find something around you to be truly thankful for, and you’ll
soon be well down the road to living a Joyful life. With Joy from my heart to yours, I am
Toniose Soltec, teacher and wayshower, friend and fellow traveler along the everexpanding Road of Life. May we each honor, through our own unique outpourings of Joy,
the One who so Joyfully created us. Salu.
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Mother Mary chats with T
By T and Mother Mary
Feb 28, 2012

Candace: 4 nice meditation reports here from T. I have posted a collection before.
Nothing unusual or out of the ordinary happened for quite some time. The Voidness
meditation continued undisturbed for almost 30 minutes. Then, I was "brought out" that
state by a feeling that I was needed someplace else. For a few minutes I sat wondering
what exactly it was that was expected of me. Then I heard Mama's voice (Mama Maria).
Here is what she said to me:
MM(Mama Maria): "I see that things are getting a bit too much for you. Tell me something:
you have been taught much, yet you continue to doubt your abilities to weather the storm.
Why?"
Me: "Yes, Mama, I have been taught a lot by my Laoshi and also by you, indirectly. Yet, I
am having difficulty assimilating my past deeds - of unnecessary violence and cruelty - with
the way I am now. I cannot imagine how I could have done all these things. I saw myself
then as a religious man, in the service of the Empire, but blindly obeying orders. I
apparently did not have the courage to stand up for the weak and the helpless. I am
haunted by the gory images of the battlefield and the incessant war crimes committed by
myself and my army comrades in that life. I just feel dragged down by these negative
vibrations. I know there is not much time left. If I cannot assimilate all these things in this
short time, how the hell am I going to able to go into the higher spheres, or ascend or
whatever. Oh sorry, Mama. I didnt mean to swear and say 'hell'."
MM(smiling): " 'Hell' indeed it is, to be in such a mental state. There is no Heaven and
there is no Hell save that which in your Mind and that of the Minds of all beings. These
concepts were introduced to control humans long, long ago. All things reside in your Mind.
What you see outside yourself is merely a mirror for that which is already within you.
Mistakes, faults, and crimes committed by others that you see (in them) are recognised as
mistakes, faults and crimes because they have that form already within your
consciousness. That is why one soul should not judge another. Who is it that is being
judged, who is the judge and who is the jury? Your ego is being judged. Your I AM is the
Judge and the Jury together. Your Papa is the spectator. He does not judge you; he
merely observes. What is He observing? Your spiritual growth. To see how you are coping
and how well you are learning your lessons."
"When my Son came to this planet, he tried to teach this truth. Very, very few listened. Yet
fewer individuals understood. The time is up, now, for this "school learning period". All
students are being told to pack up their bags. The final bell is about to sound. Yet, the
school work has not been completed. And, based on the decision by the Great Father of
All, this school has already been closed for a total makeover. Others schools are waiting to
open their doors. Each school has a set of criteria for it's students. The students with the
appropriate criteria will be placed into their respective schools. There, they will work out
what needs to be worked out. Lessons unlearnt here, will be learnt there.
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Time is a meaningless concept outside your world's concensus. There is no past, there is
no future. There is only a "Now"; an existence in which all things occur and all things are
done. In your current state, you find it very difficult to put this concept into practice, even
though you have intellectually digested it. Your "past" lives are being lived as we speak.
Your "future" lives are also being lived as we speak. Nothing is as simple as it sounds.
There are many versions of what you call "Reality". There are many paths being followed
simultaneously; many lives being led - in parallel - by different aspects of your I AM so that
it can discover more about it's true heritage and power. The I AM - being the spark of the
Great Father Source of ALL - cannot be fathomed so simply. It cannot be understood so
easily. All these fragments that the I AM "splits" itself into, is for this one purposeful journey
back to the Father Source of ALL."
"From your current state of consciousness, you cannot see this, yet there are times when
you are able feel it; especially when you are meditating. Currently you feel burdened by
your past actions. Why? The answer is simple. You are latching on to them. You have
already learnt those lessons and completed the homework. You have passed the exams
with success. Ask yourself, if you were not successful in learning those lessons, do you
think your Papa would have let you come here? He did tell you before you came here this
time how bad it would be, but you insisted on coming here. Would He have let you if He
didnt think you would be able to handle it, or if you were not 'spiritually capable'? No. He
wouldn't. My Child, let me tell you something more about yourself that you have not been
shown yet. Maybe this will help put your mind at ease. Do you know how you died?"
Me: "Yes, Mama. I have a scar on my current body as a constant reminder. I died from a
spear wound to the right hand side of my body in the battlefield."
MM: "Yes, that is correct. But although it was a skirmish, those images were not of you on
a battlefield. They were of you being ambushed and murdered by the Emperor's loyal elite
soldiers. Why? Because after the wars and the slaughter you and your army comrades
performed, your conscience was developed enough to stand up and rebel no matter what
the consequences were. Realise that when you committed the crimes, you were merely
following orders from a cruel despot. Those were times when cruelty, war, pain and
bloodshed were the normal routine. You were one of the few individuals who stood up to
the Emperor and confronted him. All of those who did, including yourself, paid the price.
You were murdered. You see, you passed the test already! So, I say, Let go. Acknowledge
your past. Bring those images back again in front of you, in their unbridled fury.
Look at them again, but this time do it in a detached manner. They are your 'demons', if
you wish to use that word. And then say: "I ask all the souls who I have hurt for
forgiveness, in the Name of the Great Father Source." To your 'demons', say: "I have
conquered you. I let you go in Divine Peace, Light and Love". This is how you deal with
converting faults and errors in yourself; through conscious analysis of the deeds, the
actions needed to right the wrongs committed, asking for forgiveness from those who you
wronged, and then finally letting the deeds go in a detached manner with Divine Love and
Light. Last, but not the least, forgive yourself for your actions.
Prayers have their use; but only those coming from the heart and the soul. Incessant
standardised prayers spoken like a machine do nothing. Many have not learnt this. They
continue to be wrongly guided by those who should have known better. Do they really think
that a 100 Ave Marias and 100 Pater Nosters will somehow magically make situations
better, or rectify transgressions of the Sacred Laws of the Universe?"
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"No. They do not. One word of Love spoken from the Heart and Soul is worth a million
rosaries of standardised recited prayers. So, my dear child. Smile. Forgive yourself. Be as
YOU ARE. Accept that your Papa thinks well enough of you to have allowed you to not
only be present on Earth at this moment, but to be a member of His team."
Me: "Mama, to tell you the truth, I have no response to what you have just told me. My
mind is a complete blank."
She smiled to me and said, "Then speak no more. Rest and get ready for what He needs
you to do shortly. The time has arrived. It is beginning. The Dark just do not care, and My
Son can give no more quarter of compassion - as Mother Earth cannot wait - and the Gift
from the Great Father has arrived." (I had a feeling that the "Gift" was the Wave).
Then she left, and that "interview" seemed to complete a very major event in my life for
quite some time. I am sitting here at the computer with a continued sense of urgency and
expectation ...a residual from this morning? Maybe. Maybe not. Let's wait and see.
*****************
Time for a meditation report. And it was a nice one!
During the time when I was sitting in that feeling of "voidness" after my usual beginning
protocol, I began hearing what I can only describe as "music". I cant describe the music,
but it was absolutely out of this world!! Tones played together in a complete harmony, like
an orchestral symphony. It was like the Universe was alive and singing! Everything was
producing musical tones.
Then my vision began. I began to see spacecraft that were in orbit around the Mama Gaia.
They were emitting pulses of Light; each pulse producing harmonic tones. Altogether,
these craft were "singing"!! Oh my, words cant even describe it! Beautiful!! These craft
were living beings and were singing such wonderful music!!
As I sat looking at the craft pulsing light and singing their music, I felt beams of Light
coming from far off in space that seemed to connect me and many other people on the
surface in a huge web of Light. I began seeing people too. They appeared to be
meditating. Although, I could not discern the physical details of these people, I sensed that
these were astral bodies of living people; they were being used as channelling instruments
of Divine Light. I had a feeling that these wonderful beings were possibly brothers and
sisters here performing their daily meditations.
One person seemed to be a lady sitting upright in a chair, with her hands on her lap, palms
upturned. Another was clearly a man sitting cross legged in meditation. There appeared to
be a small animal of some kind - either a cat or a small dog - that was sitting next to him as
he meditated. The dog or cat seemed to be taking part or assisting in the man's meditation
in some way. A third man was sitting next to some plants, giving energy to them for
healing. Yet another lady was sitting cross legged inside (what looked to me like) a
pyramid made of light. There were several other people in this giant web of Light.
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The vision ended abruptly, and so did my meditation; but for several minutes after I could
still hear the that fantastic music! Amazing experience.
*********
After the usual protocol beginning, and going into the voidness, I was shown this vision:
I standing on a white edged stone cliff overlooking the sea. On the beach below, there
were several people (men and women) running and dragging boats into the water. They
seemed to looking over their backs and were running away in panic - from something that I
could not see.
As I was looking at them, I heard a high pitched cry coming from above me and looked up.
I saw a bird flying high, circling. I was able to narrow my vision and saw that the bird was
an eagle; not an ordinary eagle, but a completely albino one. And then I witnessed several
other eagles come and join it - all circling in the same manner. I felt that this was
something to do with the people running on the beach. My focus went back to them.
These people were now on the boats and were riding the waves, trying to escape. I still
could not see what it was that they were running from. They were not far from the shore,
when I saw the eagles swoop down and pick off the people one by one. These albino
eagles were huge compared to the escaping humans. Some of the eagles latched onto the
boats and capsized them. Others just plucked the humans from where they stood and
carried them off. Soon, there were no humans or boats on the sea, but only the sound of
the eagles as they flew away with the humans. The vision closed with this, abruptly.
Before I closed the meditation, I heard my Laoshi say "Sometimes, harsh discipline has to
be administered to those who would abuse innocent life." I understood what he was talking
about and the relevance of the vision to current events. I am sure that, to us in AH, the
details of the vision are self explanatory with Papa's most recent comments.
******************
Meditation report time. Indeed, I have to mention this. I have had the same vision as my
last post ..for the thirdtime running. Exactly the same one, with the same cast, and with
the same occurrences. BUT..... this time, when the tall blue-skinned man looked at me, the
vision continued as follows:
I saw his eyes clearly this time. They were beautiful and golden coloured. Totally amazing!!
Never seen the like before!! And as he was smiling at me, he pointed up with his left hand
to one of the walls. I looked at the wall and saw the stone plaque. At it's centre was some
kind of flag. It was a white background, with a circle of dark blue pentagrams. At the heart
of the circle was a pale blue-coloured Star of David. The tall man stopped smiling, became
stern and austere again and walked up to the plaque. He touched it and it promptly melted
under his touch. As he did this, I heard him say: "Who are they who dare to make
themselves as gods? We come now to settle the matter once and for all." And as I was
hearing the last few words, the scene vanished and I regained consciousness with a sense
of urgency and expectation [of what exactly, I am not sure].
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And, that is it. I am still feeling that sense of impending expectancy of some occurrence
which I cant quite pin down. I just had to post this here......... I leave it with you all to make
of it what you will.
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Collection of 11:11 Progress Reports
By Several
Apr 1, 2012

http://www.1111angels.net/index.php/messages for some of them. I provide more specific
links to some.
Ok, http://www.thecorrectingtime.com/p/archive-list-of-messages.html you will find lots of
wonderful stuff here. Listed not by date, but alphabetical order. Parent site:
http://www.thecorrectingtime.com/
THIS first one in this posting, is so very TRUE and clear.
Michigan, US of A, February 5, 2012.
Teacher Ophelius.
Subject: “The Exclusivity of Belief.”
Received by Chris.
http://www.thecorrectingtime.com/2012/02/exclusivity-of-belief.html
Teacher Ophelius: “Today we will talk about faith, beliefs, and religion, and how these
things create a construct for the kind of experiences one will have that may lead to spiritual
growth or spiritual stagnation. For any kind of spiritual growth, there must be faith -- to
believe in God and things unseen -- hope for a better tomorrow and a desire for life eternal.
This is the true foundation of spiritual growth. Without it, a belief system is merely a
philosophy.
“Atheism is a belief system without faith and without God, and no real spiritual benefit can
be had by this belief system nor can it produce a map for the afterlife, which is vital to
eternal survival. There are far too many on your world who believe in ‘nothing’ and are
headed down a path to oblivion and spiritual death. The expectation of these individuals is
that once the physical body expires, life, the personality, and the identity of the individual is
terminated and no longer holds a presence or consciousness in time or space. This is most
unfortunate because they have ‘willed’ that there be no life hereafter, and so that individual
having no map to the afterlife, may find themselves lost and in darkness -- a problem that
is systemic on Urantia.
“Religion, on the other hand, is a practice of rituals or doctrinal teachings by a group that
sets boundaries and limits to the construct of faith according to the religious credos of the
group. It requires of its devotees to accept without question, the tenants of its creeds and
to practice and adhere to the religious doctrines taught by the group. This type of belief
system may be beneficial to spiritual growth and may provide a foundation for higher
concepts of God as the individual progresses and produces good fruit in their life
experiences, relationships with others, devotion to God and to service -- evidence of
spiritual growth. However, because religion is ‘exclusive’ and sets boundaries by its
crystallized dogmas, the devotee may be limited in their concept of God and may not fully
realize their true spiritual potential in their terrestrial life.
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“One of the dangers of religious exclusivity is that it may seek to impose its views on
others’ beliefs and attempt to control governmental and societal institutions to promote its
exclusive agenda over other faiths. This is the beginning of tyranny and a spiraling into
darkness as was witnessed on Urantia in the medieval period and still persists in many
countries and cultures today. With each new generation, the lessons of the past begin to
fade from the collective consciousness and the danger of repeating those mistakes persist.
It is one of the many goals of The Correcting Time to prevent this backward slide into
darkness and to move humanity forward by revealing a higher concept of deity that is all
inclusive and that unites, rather than divides, all peoples.
“In order for your world to become sustainable and keep a forward momentum towards
Light and Life, world religions must become more tolerant and open the closed loop of
exclusivity. Interfaith groups are leading the way to this all inclusive belief in ‘one God,
many paths.’ Many souls who adhere to the exclusivity of religion will be surprised in the
afterlife that ‘Hell’ is not as populated as they were taught to believe and that they
themselves had not achieved perfection in one life by merely crossing over. When all
religions teach that the Spirit of the Creator lives in every man, woman, and child, then will
the exclusivity doctrines change into the fatherhood of God and the brotherhood of man.
This my friends, is the age of Light and Life.
“Peace to you,
“The Circle of Seven.”
*****************
http://www.1111angels.net/index.php/messages/8-actions-and-their-repercussions
Chicago, US of A, February 5, 2012.
Teacher Prolotheos.
Subject: “Actions and their Repercussions.”
Received by Valdir Soares.
Prolotheos: “Everything we do causes repercussions, either intended by us, or not.
That is a universal law. No action taken by any creature in the universe is neutral, or
circumscribed to its actor. That is the very essence of our expression in time and
space. The same way you cannot take back words once they are uttered, actions,
too: once put in motion, will follow their path and will cause other motions, like the
fall of a dominoes chain. Repercussions are secondary actions that also affect
people, things and situations, beyond the original or primary action’s goal or
intention.
“When the Gods and the superior beings in the universe act, they are able to
anticipate what would be the repercussions of their actions in the long term. The
Gods, being infinitely perfect, act in perfection of purpose and all their direct actions
are incapable of going awry by themselves. However, even Gods’ actions, when they
enter the interactions of time and space with finite beings, whose action’s
repercussions may reflect their limitations or imperfections, those primary and
perfect actions may swing many times around the universes before accomplishing
the perfect purpose originally intended for them.
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“Human beings, however, rarely think about the consequences of their actions
before acting. A good decision-making process finds the best way of acting, but
should also include the thinking-ahead and projecting which undesirable
repercussions these decisions might in the long run cause for others. While some
repercussions can be anticipated, others, depending on third part reactions, are
virtually impossible of being predicted. However, as a rule, human decisions should
wisely leave room for foreseeable possibilities, and be acted out with discretion.
Acting only after thinking of possible repercussions is to act responsibly.
“There are several reasons why human beings are sometimes unable to think about
the repercussions of their decisions, which range from poor thinking to total
inconsideration for others’ well-being. Most of human decisions suffer from
immediatism – acting to achieve short-term results. Greed, besides being insatiable,
is also impatient. Another human decision’s illness is emotionalism – making
decisions on the heat of overwhelming emotions. Crimes of passion are amongst
the ones to later cause most regret. However, the ‘old selfishness’ is mostly what
makes human beings not think about their actions’ repercussion on others, because
those with this personality ailment only know how to concern themselves with
themselves.
“You cannot predict every repercussion resulting from your decisions. However,
right there within you dwells a Spirit Fragment of God that can help you make
decisions with others taken into consideration. Besides, have in mind that the
Paradise Father is the Creator, Sustainer and Controller of all. Once you have made
your best decision, do not entertain endless mental debate, which also brings
dangerous inertia; act confidently knowing that you did your best, and know that
your still limited, and less-than-perfect actions will eventually find their path into
God’s all encompassing perfect will.
“I am Prolotheos, your spiritual tutor, glad to share these thoughts with you. My love
is with you”.
***************************
http://www.thecorrectingtime.com/2012/01/divine-relationship.html
The Divine Relationship
By Teacher Ophelius through Christ

Today we would like to discuss the relationship between the Divine Spirit and the
soul. The Divine Spirit, known by many names: The Higher Self, the Indwelling
Spirit, the Over-soul, the Ka, God Fragment, the Thought Adjuster, and many others,
seeks expression in the lives of its indwelling hosts (humans) and it is through this
channel that the soul of an individual is born. What is the soul? The soul is that
culmination of values and experiences that have to do with the identity of the
individual that survives the life in the flesh and goes on to higher levels of
perfection attainment through the process of ascension. Only those values and
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experiences that were born from the Indwelling Spirit and which found a channel of
expression in the individual through the discovery of truth, beauty, and goodness,
survives and becomes the true essence, identity, and personality of the ascending
soul, the "real you."
Throughout your life, and mostly unaware by you, the Indwelling Spirit prepares
your mind for these survival value experiences and begins the process of
harvesting those experiences in preparation for the next phase of your ascension.
There is a very delicate balance between what the Indwelling Spirit can inspire the
individual to accomplish and what the will of the individual will allow. If the
"student" is willing to embrace the values of truth, beauty, and goodness, the
Indwelling Spirit has a wider channel in which to work.
It is a long and sometimes difficult process for divinity to communicate with the
electro-chemical animal nature of humans who are just starting out on the journey
from imperfection to perfection. Divinity has to compete with all the distractions of
planetary life and find a way to "spiritize" the mind in preparation for your next life
on the mansion worlds, the training worlds of human ascension. Through this
process of spiritualizing the mind, the Indwelling Spirit plants seeds along the
journey that hopefully will sprout and grow into an awareness of Divinity at work in
the life of that individual. Once this connection is made, the channel for divine
expression opens up and the soul really progresses and flourishes and begins to
seek perfection.
Once the perfection desire begins, the soul (the individualized part) seeks union
with the Whole. It is the upon the realization of this desire for God-likeness that the
individual is "born again of the Spirit." The partnership of God and man has been
consummated and the eternal adventure begins. My friends, this new awareness of
the presence of God in your life is monumental and you really have little
understanding of what it means to have life eternally and to become god-like
through unending and astonishing experiences as you travel inward and onward to
the Corp of Finality on paradise! How blessed you are indeed to be aware of the
divine relationship. Sit with this message now in stillness and contemplate what it
means to you.
Peace to you,
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The Circle of Seven
******************
The Feeling Network
By Teacher Ophelius thru Chris
http://www.thecorrectingtime.com/2012/01/feeling-network.html
The message for today is about "feeling." What does it mean to "feel?" In this
context, we are speaking about your ability to reach out through the mind on the
mental plane and to "sense" what is around you and to be more aware of the
emotional and mental state of your neighbor, your community, your nation, and your
world--to become aware of the feelings of humanity as a whole.
This is what happens when a planet enters the age of Light and Life, it begins to
wake up and to "feel" with deeper regard for all things and beings. It is an enhanced
sensory perception that starts out small, with a few individuals, begins to build, and
then with help from the Creator, it blossoms into a shift in consciousness. Right
now, in this year of 2012, your planet is in the "building stage" and it is very
important for you students on the path to be aware of this stage and to continue to
feed it.
Mother Urantia is also in this building stage and she is transitioning as well as are
you, for you are connected to her much more than you realize. Her "neural network"
is undergoing a transformation--a hardware like upgrade to support the new
"software" that will become the new consciousness of humanity. Many will not
notice this shift in the outer world, for the eyes are not attuned to these new
frequencies, but you my friends will feel it in the inner world, and what is within will
eventually manifest in the outer world.
How do you begin tapping into this new neural network? By making a habit of being
self-conscious of your consciousness. Stop your busy minds for a moment and
reach out through the mind and notice how others feel, how they act, and how they
react. Start to pray silently for each one of your brothers and sisters in your circles
and connect with the Creator and asked that they be awakened and connected to the
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new frequencies that are coming on-line. Pray for the sick and needy and do this
continuously throughout your day as much as you can be aware of it.
When this process of searching out with the mind, feeling, and praying becomes
second nature to you, and to all others who are aware, this neural network grows
and connects to more and more people--the disconnected parts of the whole. It is
the circuit of the Holy Spirit that supplies the energy for this network to grow, in
partnership with you, by you allowing this spirit to operate through your conscious
decision to "feel" for the disconnected parts of the whole.
This is how we get from "here" to "there" and this is how a planet makes the
transition from barbarism to Light and Life. Social change is the outward
manifestation of this new "feeling" network, for it is building in groups and nations,
yet are they still fragmented, but soon, very soon will these islands of awareness
begin to connect with the others--a truly exciting time to be alive on Urantia.
Peace to you,
The Circle of Seven

http://www.thecorrectingtime.com/2011/03/field-of-higher-light.html
The Field of Higher Light
Teacher Ophelius:
Today's lesson is about accessing the "Field of Higher Light." What is this "field?" This is
an energy field of higher, finer, purer consciousness. It is higher knowledge, it is truth, it is
a place--not in space, but in infinity, and it pervades all time and space. There is no word
in human language to describe it, yet the only word that vaguely represents this field would
be the human word for "love." This field is more than love, it is more of a "super-love" and
it can only be accessed by those humans who are disciplined enough to align themselves
with love for all things and beings. Those that wish to be trained--to be of the highest
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service in bringing light to this world can have access to it. Those that in all sincerity,
integrity, and with the highest intent to be a vessel of the Creator's Will can ask for this gift
of special access and the tools to do this work. It is not available to the curious, but only to
those that are dedicated to the service of humanity.
Those of you students on the path that see yourselves as having a mission in this life of
greater purpose are invited to ask for this gift that you may better serve with greater
awareness and with all opportunities before you. You must be willing to go and do as you
are inspired by this super-love consciousness to serve where you are needed. You are
outposts of the orchestration of divine love that coordinates and moves your world in the
path of Light and Life. You are the agents of change on the ground and you are of great
value to the universe administration--to be the extensions of divine intent and the well
pools of the Universal Father's love for his children.
If you feel you are ready to move to the next level of love and service, to be a part of the
team of the Correcting Time administration, then present yourself for service by asking for
this special access to the Field of Higher Light. The planetary Prince of Urantia is in need
of worthy volunteers as the Correcting Time campaign moves swiftly forward. Great soul
changing events are unfolding before you, and these events will be the most challenging
experiences of your lives, yet they will also be the most rewarding. You must be willing to
sit in the silence daily for instructions and training that will help you make the right
decisions that lead to the greatest and highest good for all.
Prayer of Consecration:
Father, Mother, Creator of all things, I ask this day that you open the Field of Higher Light
to these worthy volunteers that they would serve you selflessly, with integrity, and with the
intent to do the highest good for all in their service to humanity--that they would know and
understand that by serving one another, they are serving you. For in doing so, they will
discover the connectedness of the whole through the parts; find supreme joy and
satisfaction of accomplishment, which they may return to you as a gift of love--a
contribution to the Supreme. AMEN.
Peace to you,

The Circle of Seven
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Endurance Training
By Orphelius
Apr 17, 2012
http://www.thecorrectingtime.com/2010/08/endurance-training.html
Sunday, August 15, 2010
Endurance Training
Teacher Ophelius:
Today's message is about training for endurance. What do I mean by this? When you
make time for stillness meditation, it is important that you make a regular habit of quiet
contemplation to allow the spiritual muscle to be flexed and nourished so that it may grow
and serve you as the thirst for greater awareness increases. As we seek perfection by
living our faith, the soul increasingly yearns for greater connection with spirit. Regular
appointments of stillness meditation is a way to feed the soul and train the mind to quickly
quiet itself to commune and receive with the Creator. This communication with the
Creator, through the Thought Adjuster, is the highest form of worship, and it helps us to
adjust and grow as we seek to do the Will of the Creator--the way to perfection attainment.
Many of you say that you just cannot still the mind, that stillness is nigh impossible. I say
to you that you are not practicing meditation with any regular frequency, for if you were to
make time every day, you would see steady progress in your ability to quiet the mind and
enjoy blissful moments of joy and empowerment in communion with the Creator of all.
I admonish you today dear friends, to make time for this stillness practice even if the
environment is less than optimal. Some may not have the opportunity to be alone and
have solitude. If this is the case, go into your room and close the door; put in ear plugs if
necessary, and tell others in your household that you will be meditating each day at a
given time and to respect your wish to be undisturbed for 15 to 30 minutes. Mothers at
home with young children can use nap time or early morning. Working men and women
can set aside time in the evening if necessary, but early morning is best. Whenever you
decide to do it, you will benefit greatly from it. Put this admonishment to the test and see if
it does not help you to build endurance and receive lasting benefit.
Have you not noticed how many of these spirit teachings from the Circle and other
teachers frequently advise the practice of stillness? Nearly every lesson has a brief
statement that encourages stillness meditation. This is because the greatest teacher you
can have is always with you (your indwelling spirit) and the key to the classroom is
stillness. It is always beneficial to read the spirit messages and text by other spirit led
individuals, for this gives us much to think about, consider, and provides new avenues of
approach into spiritual insights, but in the stillness, this is where the understanding of these
lessons come. You may not "hear" all the answers to your questions, for much of this
understanding takes place in the super-consciousness and will eventually filter down into
the conscious mind when it is needed.
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Have faith in the stillness my friends, it is good for you and it is good for those that live and
work around you. Think of it like this: Imagine a light bulb over and above your head as
you are entering a darkened room. Before you enter the stillness, this light is very dim,
just a glowing filament and It is difficult to see the path with only this dim light. As you sit
and clear the mind of chatter, imagine that the light is becoming brighter as the mind
becomes quieter. After stillness, the light is recharged--bright and brilliant, lighting up the
room where it is easy to see and where others can safely walk as well.
Success is yours,
The Circle of Seven
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Answers to Questions & Transcendence
By Ophelius
Apr 17, 2012
http://www.thecorrectingtime.com/2012/04/answer-to-questions.html
The Answer to the Questions
Teacher Ophelius:
The message for today contains the answer to many questions. The questions are: What
do the many, who have not the light, seek for when they are searching, doing, and living?
They almost certainly feel something is missing, but they know not what. How is it that they
find themselves to have this unquenchable thirst for something they do not know, yet they
keep looking in all the wrong places, doing things that cannot satisfy, and desiring material
comforts as a substitute for the very thing that can make them whole? Why do humans
insatiably hunger for that which is hollow, not fulfilling, and unsustainable? What is it that
creates this blind spot for knowing God, for wondering about what comes next, for wanting
answers to the meaning of life? These are questions that baffle us (spirit) because the
answers are so simple, so undeniable, and so basic from our point of view that we have
difficulty understanding how a child, created and brought into being, can grow up and have
no clue as to who their divine parent is, or why they were created.
The answer is not "blowing in the wind," yet it would seem so for the many that go through
life without a compass--wasting the days that have been given them to find the answers to
the questions about life--why they are here, and what is their purpose for being?
Your world, your societies, having reached a relatively high level of development in science
and technology teeters on the brink of it's own decline and regression because so many do
not even have a clue as to what their purpose is or knows what lies ahead of them after
they have breathed their last. This blindness away from god-knowing seems to be
deepening with each generation rather than evolving naturally toward awakening.
Even in the past two thousand years since the Master walked this earth, declaring, "The
harvest is plenty, yet the workers are few--pray the lord of the harvest sends more
workers," we still today have few workers when compared to how many still walk in
darkness. So then, what is the answer? You my friends are the answer. You students on
the path desiring to know the truth, to seek for the light, to know the One--you are the hope
for your world, and you are the salt of the earth.
Every spiritual resource is being allocated to help you to gather the harvest. You have so
much potential and latent ability if only you would recognize this in yourselves. The Lord of
the harvest is calling you to double your efforts and is lavishly pouring out the tools, gifts,
and resources for you to do so. The further down this path you walk, the greater is the
journey and the brighter is the day. Stay on the path my friends and use these resources
that are provided you. The reward for the workers of light are many and the joy of having
participated in the Creation is priceless.
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Peace to you,
The Circle of Seven
http://www.thecorrectingtime.com/2012/04/transcendence.html
Transcendence
Teacher Ophelius:
The message for today is about transcendence. What do I mean by this? In this example
it is the totality of experiential wisdom measured by the quality and depth of the journey
from imperfection to perfection. As you move through the ascension process from the
animal nature on up through the higher levels of spirit attainment, there is a value in the
height, width, and depth of your experiences--a contrast from the unconscious life of
survival on an evolutionary world, to the awakening into God knowing, to attaining the goal
of eternal life and standing in finality before the God of all creation.
Wherever you are in the journey, your experience represents a value to the Supreme
Being. For all the children of time are the sensors--the feelers of what can be experienced
in the universes of time and space and they return to the Supreme those unique
experiences that become a part of the Supreme.
You therefore become the wisdom builders of the Supreme, and this my dear friends, is
why you are so important and so loved. This is why the journey inward to perfection is so
diverse, so brilliant, so sublime, and so astonishing--to give you the most exhilarating and
prolific experiences possible as you discover higher and higher truth, behold the greatest
of beauty in the creation, and feel the infinite layers of love, joy, and goodness as you
travel inward and become more God-like.
The contrast and breadth of your experience is most important, for it serves the Supreme
to know all that is knowable, for you are the parts that make up the whole. Is there value in
living on a world isolated in rebellion--dark, ignorant, confused, and struggling to know the
Creator? Some would say this was a mistake, a miscalculation, a flaw in the divine plan,
but I tell you it is not. You my friends, the Agondontors--those who believe without
seeing, will be the most sought after administrators in the universe.
Those who have transcended the adversities of life on a world such as Urantia and have
triumphed over the ignorance, the darkness, the selfishness, the materialism, the hate, the
tyranny and self destruction, are the jewels of the universe, and your experiences are
extremely valuable to the Creator. Never should you doubt your worth in this world, for
God has great plans for you, my friends, in the ages to come.
How unfortunate it is for those who remain asleep and never awaken to the truth and
meaning of life, for their contribution is small and their reward is measurable. The highest
risk has the greatest return, and those who persevere the adversity of this world and
awaken to God's Will shall reap the rewards of eternal life in glory and in honor. You
students on the path, be therefore humbled, for you are the salt of the earth, and children
of the Most High God--transcendent, unconditionally and eternally loved.
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Peace to you,
The Circle of Seven
candace: for those not knowing what is meant by the Supreme, the Supreme is all over
everything that is evolving. All of US together. You might wish to search it in the Urantia
Book.

http://www.urantia.org/
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The Path Lies Within You
By Surya (Siraya) thru Tatyana
May 25, 2012
Back when my computers started being murdered, I published some of the material from
the Russian Tatyana. It is line with the other Ascended Master Material given on this world.
Today I was wondering for whatever reason and asked on the forum and one there had
the link. This lady came into action in the same year as myself. This piece here, as I am
catching up, was given by Siraya (her spelling is Surya), on June 2011. The English
translations from the Russian are quite good.
The site has a lot of the material translated into other languages too. I have a sence of
feeling close to Tatyana than before, I wonder if we have met at night, it seems ot me she
will be a force in Russia and her work there is consitant with Russian coming back into
Christianity, after the Bolshevick issues. I am told that Christianity was always better
understood in Russia before its destruction there, than the European world, after the dark
ages, which of course was translated to the Western Hemisphere.
This is the English Link to the site, http://sirius-eng.net/index.htm
http://sirius-eng.net/dictations/iun_2011/2011.06.15.htm
The Path lies within you
Lord Surya
June 15, 2011
I AM Surya having come again.
Today I will try to compensate for the long time of waiting for our meeting since the winter
cycle of dictations with the help of the transmission of this message of mine, full of Love
and care for Humanity of the Earth.
As you know, at this period of the summer solstice an opportunity is provided for each of
you to apply with your letters to the Karmic Board. And today is exactly the day when you
can all do it. It seems to you, perhaps, that it is insignificant and it cannot help you.
However, do not disregard this God-given opportunity, I beg of you.
Today, as always, I have come to you in order to avail of one more cosmic opportunity and
give a message. In this message of mine I would like to pass on to you certain knowledge
and to provide understanding of one more cosmic Law that acts in the universe. We have
spoken about the Law of Karma or Retribution. And this Law is truly the main and
fundamental Law of this universe. But there is one more important Law. It is the Law of
Mercy and Compassion that acts in the universe. And this Law allows Great cosmic beings
to render their help to those life-streams that are entangled in the net of illusion and see
neither the meaning of their existence nor the purpose of their journey in the illusory world.
This Law also makes it possible, for me in particular, to come to you with my messages
twice a year. Therefore then, when your hearts are open towards me, and your
consciousness is ready to perceive the Teaching, I can do that. And the extent of your
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success in the assimilation of the Teaching will be directly proportional to your sincerity
and your aspiration to know the Truth.
So, according to the Law of Mercy and Compassion you can be given help, and it is being
given continuously. The only obstacle that impedes you to accept our help is your
consciousness. And if there is not enough faith, love and sincerity in your being, all our
good intentions and all our care will meet with the ice of misunderstanding and the barriers
that stay in your consciousness.
I understand very well that the lifestyle of the existing humanity and the life conditions on
the planet are such that only a very insignificant probability exists that anyone from the
incarnated people will succeed in raising his consciousness to such a level where he will
manage to overcome the attraction of the illusory forces and to rise in his consciousness to
the level of awareness of the Divine realm. However, I affirm that there is a probability that
even during one life you will manage to rise in your consciousness to the level where there
will be no need of a further incarnation in the physical plane.
And today I will give you an instruction on how this can be achieved. All your life, every
minute of your stay on Earth you must use only for the purpose of concentration on the
Supreme. Every day you should devote all your thoughts, feelings and deeds to God. You
should constantly make sure that none of the evil thoughts or desires can seize your
consciousness even for a second. You should erect a fortress around yourself, a fortress
unassailable for anything evil and non-divine that exists in your world, on your planet.
This is a very difficult task, but it is achievable. There is a probability that with the help of
your will, aspiration and concentration you will manage to break through all the low layers
of physical, astral and even mental planes and find yourself in the etheric octaves of Light.
Go ahead! I am telling you that it depends only on you yourselves whether you will be able
to break through to the etheric octaves of Light during one incarnation or not. This is
exactly why we come to you in order to support your aspiration, and keep showing you the
Path that the best representatives of mankind went through in the past already. There
exists a trodden path already and you can start on this path right now!
And no matter how strange it may seem to you, you do not need to go anywhere, aspire to
anything that lies outside you. That Path lies within you. And then, when you aspire and
give up non-divine qualities within you and gain Divine qualities, you move along that Path
that leads you back to God, to that world whence your souls came and where they must
return.
The door to this world is within your being. So, there is no sense in saving the world, there
is no sense in chasing around the world in search of a panacea for the salvation of
humanity. Basically speaking, you can only save yourself by becoming the Path that the
rest of mankind will be able to follow.
One person per century, who overcomes himself and achieves the etheric octaves of Light
in the ritual of Ascension to the Light, is enough in order for the whole humanity to receive
a sufficient energy impulse for the further advancement.
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Please note, you find the Path, and you move along this Path, and the moment comes
when you yourself become this Path which thousands and millions of living beings will be
able to follow.
But first, at the very first stage, you will need the discipline of a disciple; you will need
aspiration, self-consistency, and devotion.
And only after that will you be given help and support. First, you show the necessary
qualities and only after that you are given help and support.
Then, when you are ready and when you show your willingness during a significant period
of time - not less than seven years - you are shown the Path.
Beloved, it is just seven years of aspiration, devotion and obedience. Does it seem much
to you? But what are these seven years in comparison with those thousands of
incarnations when your soul was wandering in the dark without any hope for salvation?
And now, you have come in touch with our vibrations, you have felt their affinity with your
inner essence. So what, will you leave Us in the chase for another illusion of your world?
And very many people leave the Path shown by us and seek easier paths. First, a thought
appears in your mind, it is fleeting, but the concentration on the purpose of your journey is
already broken. Then a wish appears just to try, see or read… And you are already moving
in another direction, and when you try to return to our Path, you cannot discern it. And it
takes many, many incarnations to find the Path again. Your soul rejoices! You find what
you have been seeking for a great many incarnations! But only a few years pass – and
what is it in comparison with millions of years of incarnation on the Earth? -- and you are
already disappointed, you lose enthusiasm and aspiration and start sliding off the trodden
Path.
Realise, only one person per century manages to ascend to the peak of the Divine
consciousness.
And even if one person achieves this, we are ready to expend huge amounts of invaluable
Divine energy in order to show the Path and support him on the Path.
Therefore, I have strong hope that at least one person, who has found this Teaching and
reads our messages, will be able to complete his earthly path during this life and show the
Path to the others. Exactly like Buddha and Christ showed the Path in their time.
I AM Surya.
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Spirit Finance
By Teacher Ophelius
Jun 9, 2012

http://www.thecorrectingtime.com/2012/05/spirit-finance.html
Spirit Finance
Teacher Ophelius:
The message for today is about investment and recognizing the greatest value there is-the time-value investment in the growth of the self. There are many experts on your world
who know nearly everything there is about making money--how and when to buy stocks
and securities, when to sell, "when to hold them and when to fold them." It has become a
well known science that is studied much and a great deal of resources are allocated to
knowing how to generate wealth, yet so few of these financial experts, and amateurs alike,
spend any time on personal growth--knowing the self, growing the soul, or investing in
things of eternal value that accrues and grows exponentially here and hereafter.
"What profits a man if he gains the whole world, but loses his own soul." This statement by
the Master over 2,000 years ago says much about the state of humanity in the world today,
and much of the trouble on your world comes about by the lack of strategic planning for the
future estate of the soul.
How many actual minutes in your busy day do you spend working on self improvement
(self-mastery), communicating with spirit, praying, healing, or uplifting your fellows? For
the average person on Urantia, it amounts to as much as the interest on a savings
account--very little! For you students on the path who are learning to "save your treasures
in heaven," you are adding to your wealth by investing more time into the growth of the
soul, and this my friends, is the highest earning interest there is.
Spirit finance is quite different from monetary finance--one is eternal, one is finite and short
lived. If I were to show you a presentation on the ascension path of two souls--one who
spent most of his terrestrial life immersed in the illusion of accumulating material wealth
and one dedicated to the growth of the soul, both would easily recognize the value in the
investment of the soul as the greater value.
Both would see, given the opportunity to see into the future, the difficulty in the afterlife of
how investing poorly in eternal values can produce a weak soul that may not understand
the importance, the meanings and values of continuing the ascension and achieving the
greatest prize there is--eternal life as co-creators of the universes.
What is the difference between these two souls? Faith--the hope in things unseen. For
one demands proof and is unwilling to explore the larger half of his true nature--the soul,
and the other accepts by faith the temporary estate of the material world and the eternal
estate through the increasing awareness of the growing soul. How do you increase the
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awareness of your souls? By feeding them with love, mercy, compassion, understanding,
kindness, trustworthiness, loyalty, self-forgetfulness, and all virtues that lead to growth and
progression.
Spend more time investing in the self today, my friends, and you will enjoy blissful
tomorrows here and hereafter.
Peace to you,
The Circle of Seven
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Expressing your Ideas
By Telepathic message from Glenn
Jun 17, 2012

Expressing your Ideas
Given to Glenn Telepathically in April 2009
It is important to express your ideas, even if you don't have the ability, time, knowledge or
desire to take action on the idea. Many are afraid to put forward an idea because they think
it will be their responsibility to act on it. It's not. Because you might only be the conduit for
the idea. If you don't have the skills to act on the idea, someone else will. But they might
not know the idea if you don't bring it forward.
Yes, you can act on it yourself, but do not be afraid not to. Bringing the idea forward is the
first step. Getting someone to act on it is the next. Even then, it is not your responsibility to
find someone up for the task. If someone sees the idea, and has the ability, they will step
forward if they want to take the idea further.
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On the morning of the fourth day
By CM thru author unnamed
Jun 22, 2012
On the morning of the fourth day
Christ Michael Thru DS June 20, 2012
On the morning of the fourth day dawn will be burning in amber hues. The silence that had
taken hold of one’s soul will still be embraced as this new day comes to light.
For during the 3 Days of Darkness the Spirits and Souls of Humanity will awaken and be
forced to see clearly their demise by which they had forsaken their truth within themselves
on earth and in the heavens above.
In the midst of the darkness the silence will be heard so loud it will echo onto them by
which ALL will know the Mighty Power of their Father/Creator.
Much madness, sadness and tears will present itself, for denial was at the forefront of
many issues. They will no longer deny the lighted truths from within as the crevices of
hiding and denying will be lighted as never before.
Shafts of lighted knowledge, truth, and divine scripture will come flooding into awareness,
and the voice of their creator will not be denied. Fear will rise and their core will be
shaken, but for these souls, the days of darkness will be their ticket to freedom.
Freedom by which many untruths and lies of deception had distorted their reality of what is
real and what is false. Some will rejoice as a spark of lighted memory comes flooding onto
them and some will spiral into the fear of uncertainty.
A time of reckoning has occurred, that which was predestined to come. A time prayed for
by many and welcomed in dreams. Nothing will ever be the same again! People will never
be the same again! The nature of God will have been shown and his lighted love will
transcend unto the world his glory and oneness!
Hearts will rejoice and be opened as love prevails and unites many! The golden light of
truth will flow in the air opening all doors to the soul. Clarity beholden to eyes opened and
minds eager will come to them.
Decisions will need to be made by each as to where they stand as the lighted truths will no
longer wait or be compromised. It is the time of reckoning! Each souls time to face
themselves and see what they are made of, as they can no longer deny or hide that which
they will know within.
By the end of the 3 Days of Darkness much will have been addressed and confronted by
each soul, as this has been ordained.
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As the morning sun rises on the 4th Day celebrations will be heard world wide.
The darkened cleansing will have accomplished its divine mission of awakening the
masses, and mankind will have been purged of the evil dark cabal.
This will be felt, sensed, and known and there will be no denying the changed energy
signature within the air and of those around you….
The hunger and thirst for truth will herald in the time of disclosure and announcements!
May my Divine Light be upon my Anointed Ones.
Blessed be to All!
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